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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes, based on certain design specifications, the research and 

development of a cavity array antenna that improves the performance of the existing EHF 

active phased array of cavity elements presented in [l]. The antenna is intended for use 

as a 30 GHz trammitter for an EHF portable satellite communications terminal. The 

array lattice selection and feed network design were investigated as a means of 

minimizing the far-field amplitude radiation pattern grating lobes and simplifying the 

complexity of the required feed network. Additiondly. the cavity element was studied in 

order to improve its radiation performance. 

The best array lattice candidate was found to be an offset gndded hexagonal array 

lattice with a simulated directivity of Do = 34.60 dB, a symmetncal beamwidth of = 

2 3 O .  and dl sidelobes and grating lobes approximately 15 dB down from the main bearn 

peak in al1 4 planes. This array lattice required a rnodular feed network consisting of 

only three simple feed modules, feeding 4, 5,  6 elements each, respectively. The feed 

modules were buiit and measured values compared well with simulated results. 

A new cavity element architecture design was proposed to include v i a  to provide 

for a continuous. cornmon ground plane for the antenna. A study to determine the 

appropriate number of vias to use for optimal cavity element performance w u  

inconclusive due to manufacturing problems and a study to determine the repeatability of 

the manufacturing process suggested that the manufac turing process is not repeatable. As 

a means of improving the radiation perfomance of the elements, a brief study of die 

grounding of a cavity elernent was carried out. The cavity element was found to suffer 



from improper grounding. A modification to the cavity element intended to improve its 

grounding was found to improve the element's radiation performance in terms of an 

improved impedance match and an increased peak gain in the far-field amplitude 

radiation patterns. 

The final array lattice and feed network represent an improvement ovcr the 

orignal antenna of [l] in terms of an increased directivity and simplified feed network 

complexity with approximateiy the same symrnetrical beamwidth and sidelobe/gating 

lobe levels. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

Currently, pmbolic reflectors are being used for EHF portable satellite 

communications applications. Key issues for this type of application are providing a high 

EIRP, a portable terminal. heat dissipation for the active devices, and minirnizing the 

number of required power amplifiers. Other concems include a low profile design, a 

modular feed network. and the arnenability of the design to device integration. 

Parabolic redector antenna technology is preferred at these high frequencies for 

its advantageous performance characteristics of high gain and narrow beamwidth. 

Unfomnately, parabolic reflector antennas occupy a large volume of space, which makes 

them unsuitable as mobildportable satellite communications terminais. Xnother 

drawback for these antennas is that their feed system comprises only a single amplifier. 

If this amplifier should fail, then the antenna will not radiate. 

Cavity amys offer an alternative solution for EHF portable satellite 

communications applications [2, 1, 31. These hi& gain antennas have the advantage of 

being characteristically low-profile [4] and the thick metailic layer in which the cavities 

are formed is an ideal surface for mounting active components [SI. This metallic layer 

has the added benefit of providing for the heat sinking of these devices. 

The purpose of this thesis was to improve the design and performance of an 

existing EHF active phased array [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 111 of cavity elements 11, 3, 12, 11, 13, 

141. The antenna is intended for use as a 30 GHz trammitter for an E H .  portable satellite 

communications terminal [2]. 



1.2 Problem 

To address the issues and concems outlined above the cavity array of [l] wz 

developed. Unfortunately. it was found to suffer from unacceptably high grating lobes in 

the far- field amplitude radiation patterns which led to degaded an tenna performance. 

Some elements did not radiate because they were not properly connected as a result of a 

manufacturing problem. Further. the antenna design required a cornplex feed network 

because the active components and tightly packed passive radiating elements were 

battiing for real estate in the antenna layout. The idea had been to take advantage of 

spatial power combining techniques in order to reduce the feed-line lensths. and 

associated losses, by placing the active components throughout the feed network which 

fed the passive radiating elements. hstead, it was found that the active components took 

up vaiuable space in the feed network and this led to a complicated feed network design. 

Another disadvantage of the non-modula. nature of the feed network was that it was not 

easily amenable to analysis with cornmercially available software tools. 

To address the issues of problernatic grating lobes [lj, 16J and overly complex 

feed network design, this thesis investigated the array lattice selection [17, 18, 191 and 

feed network design. Since these processes are inter-related, the array lattice 

investigation was perfonned fint and was then followed by an investigation of the feed 

network design. Any modifications to the array lattice sugpsted by the feed network 

design investigation were studied to determine their impact on the antenna performance. 

Lastly, cavity element investigations were carried out to study issues involving the 

manufacturing of the cavity elements [10,12,13,14,11]. 



1.3 Scope 

This thesis discusses, based on certain design specifications, the seiection of an 

array lattice and the modular design of the associated feed network for an antenna m y  

that improves the design and performance of the existing EHF active phased array of 

cavity elements presented in [l]. 

The first section of this thesis provides some background information for E W  

portable satellite communications applications, concrete specifications for the vansrnitter 

in question, a bnef discussion of array theory [17, 181, and a description of the cavity 

array proposed in Cl]. Associated design challenges, advantages, and disadvantages of 

this cavity array are discussed and areas undertaken for improvement. namely the array 

lattice design and feed network design, are identified [3, 15,16.21]. 

In the next section, the array lattice investigation for the passive portion of the 

antenna is discussed. The design challenges are presented dong with the pro-gession of 

the various lattices considered and, finally, the best candidate is presented. 

Following diis, the feed network design for the selected cavity array is discussed. 

A modular approach to designing the oved l  feed network for the array was implemented 

as a means of simplifying the complexity of the feed network. That is, the passive 

portion of the antenna was designed to have a separate feed network from that of the 

active portion. For the purposes of this thesis, time only pennitted for the design of the 

passive portion of the feed network, where linear sub-arrays were fed with feed modules. 

The design methodology and optimization procedure for individual feed module desigs 

are discussed dong with a cornparison of simulated and measured results for fabricated 



prototypes. The simulated and measured resuits for a prototype feed module which 

inciudes cavity elements are also compared. 

Lastly. the investigation of the cavity element for the seiected cavity array lattice 

and feed network is discussed [20, 121. The architecture and manufactunng process of 

the original cavity element of [l] are presented dong wirh proposed solutions for 

improvements. The three cavity element studies that were performed. including the 

determination of the optimum number of vias to use and the repeatability of the cavity 

elernent manufactunng process, are then presented. 

The findings of the various investigations are surnrnarized in the conclusion and 

recommendations for areas requiring fwther research are suggested. 



C H A r n R  2 : BACKGROUND 

2.1 The EHF Satellite Communications Terminai Application 

2.1.1 Current Technology 

Various millimeter-wave satellite communications systems su ch as Teledesic and 

Orion have been proposed in order to meet the anticipated future demand for wideband 

communication services and to solve the problem of band crowding. Fixed and portable 

terminais are intead parts of these systems. In order to meet the high Effective Isotropie 

Radiated Power Requirements ( E W )  for the ground tenninals (> 40 ciBW). and to 

minirnize the number of required power amplifien. high gain antennas are necessary. 

For these reasons. current antenna technology being used for Extremely Kigh Frequency 

@-IF) satellite communications applications is predominantly high gain parabolic 

reflector antenna technology. 

Parabolic reflecton occupy a large volume of space, due in part to the design of 

the feed system. Offset feed arrangements c m  reduce the volume occupied by a reflector 

antenna, but a low-profile design simply cannot be achieved. An important disadvantage 

of the feed system itself is that it comprises only a single power amplifier. If this 

amplifier fails, then the antenna will not radiate. Considering these two drawbacks. it is 

clear that parabolic redecton make for bulky fixed ground temiinals and are not suitable 

for portable ground terminais. 



2.1.2 Requirements for Viable Al ternstive Technologies 

Viable alternatives to parabolic retlector antenna technolojy as feasible 

candidates for portable Jrnund temiinals [1, 51 must not only provide a high E m  and 

rninirnize the number of power amplifiers, they must be smaller in size to facilitate 

portability. Additional issues of concem include a low profile design. a modular feed 

network, and the amenability of the design to device integation, including the provision 

for heat sinking. 

A low profile design (11 ensures a more suitable size for portability [2] as 

compared with a parabolic reflector. Ideally the terminal could be carried in a suitcase. 

making it suitable for penonal use. 

X modular feed network is an advantage in active antenna design because it 

simplifies the designing, simulating, optimizing, manufachring, and testing processes. 

Fint, cornrnercially available software tools may have certain limitations as to what they 

are capable of simulating. Some may only be able to handle passive networks and. 

hence, won't be able to provide representative results for an active feed network. This 

suggests the modular separation of passive and active feed networks in order to 

accurateiy design and optirnize the passive portion of the feed network. Even if a 

software package cannot be found to simulate the active portion of the feed network, at 

least the passive portion can be isolated for more accurate modeling, simulation, and 

optimization. Once individual modules are designed and op timized, prototypes of these 

modules can be manufactured and tested separately. This will heip to isoiate any possible 

sources of problems for the performance of the o v e d l  antenna. Another benefit of 

keeping the active feed network separate from the passive portion is that the active 



devices are more accessible for removal, testing. repair, or replacement. This can be 

done without disturbing nearby circuitry and the space that would have been occupied by 

active devices is available for mnning feed-lines in the passive feed network. Potentially, 

this can also help to decrease the proximity of feed-lines. which would decrease their 

undesirable coupling. 

The amenability of the antennalfeed network design to device inregration [5] is 

important because these components need to be well connected to function properly. 

Devices need to be easily accessible for installation. removal. repair, testing, and 

replacement. The provision for heat sinking is vital for antennas which use a large 

number of active, high powered cornponents as they generate a lot of heat. 

2.1.3 Specifieations for the 30 GHz Trammitter Antenna 

The design specifications for the 30 GHz &ansmitter antenna, intended for use as 

a portable EHF satellite communications terminal trammitter, were as follows: 

- g a i n s 3 0 d B  

- bearnwidths in ail 4 planes s 2' 

- dl sidelobes and grating lobes at least 15 dB down 

from the main beam peak in al1 4 planes 

- 3  dB pattern bandwidth z 5% 

2.2 Array Theory Background 

While linear radiating antenna arrays consist of equdly spaced radiating elements 

laid out in straight lines, two-dimensionai m y s  consist of elements laid out in a plans 



array lattice or grid [18, 191. Planar arrays are related to linear arrays in the sense that 

they can be viewed as being cornposed of contiguous linear arrays. In this way, the array 

theory basics 1171 for linear arrays c m  be extended to two-dimensional arrays. 

The radiation space for a radiating source (e.g element or array) is considered to 

be composed of two regions. namely, the source region and the field region. The source 

region is the region immediately surrounding and containing the radiation source. 

Outside of the source region lies the field region, where the electnc field due to the 

radiation source is measured. 

For analysis purposes. the radiation source is characrerized by determining its 

radiated field as expressed in terms of either magnetic or electnc vector potentials. When 

the distance between the radiation source, as indicated in Figure 2.1, and the far-field is 

of the order of: 

then the vecton r and r-r' can be considered to be parailel and 

Applying this approximation simplifies the radiation field 

we have that: 

(3.1) 

expression obtained when 

solving Maxwell's equations in unbounded space. 

Considering a linear array. such as that illustrated in Figure 2.2, the electric field 

of the nth element can be expressed as: 

where the time function e'"' has been suppressed. 
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Figure 2.1 : Radiation space geometry for radiation pattern caicuiatioos 

Figure 2.2 : Coordinate system for a linear array 

The elernent pattern, represented by the Ë.(x. factor in (2.2),  describes the 

polarization and orientation of the element field. The element excitation, in terms of 



amplitude and phase. is described by the 1, - e Ik '; ) factor. For scanned arrays [6. 7. 

81, the excitation coefficient, In, is cornplex. Sumrning over n elements yields: 

Which cm be factored as: 

Where is the element pattem for linear and (planar two-dimensional) arrays. The 

array factor, AF. is given by: 

AF= CI, - e  jk r i  cos(:, ) (2.3) 
a 

Thus, the radiation field consists of the pattem multiplication of the element pattem and 

the array factor. Generally, antenna patterns are plotted as the amplitude of the electric 

field at a constant distance r and are normalized to the peak electric field value. The 

pattem characteristics of interest are the main beam, sidelobes and grating lobes. 

Since the linear array of Figure 2.2 is locared dong the z-axis, where x '  = y' = 0. 

z' = (n - 1)- de,, z = r cos(@). we have that: 

Considering the exponent, the array factor is a maximum when the exponent is equal to 

zero. For real In, this occun when 0 = x / 2 ,  the main beam peak, and for al1 

k de, . cos(0) equal to multiples of 2 . x . Thus grating lobes occur in the array factor for 

a11 0 satisfying cos(8))~ l de,. To eliminate grating lobes in the 0 = O" to 180" region, an 

elernent spacing of (de, / A) 5 1 is required 1171. 



The element pattem, E, contributes to the suppression of grating lobes in that it 

is often chosen to have a pattern which, when rnultipiied by the array factor, reduces the 

grating lobes. Element pattems are usually chosen to be a function of sin(@ so that 

pattem multiplication with the may  factor. AF. of (2.4) results in reduced grating lobes 

at 0 = 0' and 180° (for a broadside main beam with an elernent spacing of one 

wavelength). Unfortunately, deep nulls in elernent pattems might not be realizable in 

practice and a reduced element spacing is required in order to avoid grating lobes. For 

scanned arrays, an element spacing of de, 5 A12 is required [17]. 

Extending linear array theory into two dimensions, planar arrays can be viewed as 

being formed from contiguous linear mays. For a planar array located in the xy-plane, 

such as that of Figure 2.3, we have that: 

x' = m - d, , y' = n d,,, , z' = O ,  x = r sin(@)-cos($). y = r . sin(€$ sin(+) 

And the m a y  factor expression becomes: 

where de,, , de,, are the x' , y' direction inter-element spacings. 

Practicai designs reduce feed complexity, volume, and cost by using identical 

feeds (Le. linear sub-may modules) to feed a single row of elernents at a time within the 

planar array. When this is done, the array factor may be factored into two linear array 

factors as: 



Separable distributions such as that of (2.6). however. have the disadvantap that higher 

sidelobes result dong the principal planes (x, y planes) even though much iower ones 

appear elsewhere [17]. 

Figure 2.3 : Coordinate system for a planar array 

In addition io lattice spacing, mutual coupling between elements must be taken 

into account when designing two-dimensional arrays in order to predict the locations of 

grating lobes. However. due to the wide element separation (d  = 2 ho ) considered for 

the array lattices studied in this thesis. the effects of rnutual coupling were negligible. 

For this reason, the effects of mutual coupling are not included in this thesis. 



2.3 The EHF Cavity Array 

Cavity arrays are a suitable cost-efficient alternative for EHF portable satellite 

communications applications because they could provide approximately the same 

performance as parabolic reflectors while requiring a smaller overall volume. Cavity 

array antennas are charactensticdly low-profile and the thick metallic layer in which the 

cavities are formed is an ideal surface for mounting and providing hear sinking for active 

components. Further. cavity arrays are known for beinp high gain. wideband antennas 

and are thus suited to meeting the specifications given for the 30 GHz transmitter. For 

the above reasons. cavity arrays clearly address the main issues and concems for E W  

satellite communications portable terminais discussed in the previous section. 

2.3.1 The Original Cavity Ele ment 

With the potential advantages of cavity arrays over parabolic reflectors for EHF 

portable satellite communications terminal applications in mind, the cavity array of [l] 

was developed to meet the specs for the 30 GHz vansrnitter using the aperture-coupled- 

fed cavity patch element illustrated in Figure 2.4. This element consists of a 'drop-in 

puck' circular microstrip patch element seated and centered at the base of a metallic 

cavity. The patch is fed by apemire-coupling via a slot in the thin ground plane within 

the cavity. Aperture-coupled elernents are preferred over probe-fed or even microstrip- 

Iine-fed elernents as they are easier to fabticate and provide better isolation from the feed 

network. The thick metailic ground plane (usudly depth = hJ7, or 0.5 cm at 30 GHz) 

incorporated in the design acts as a heat sink and presents an ideal surface for the direct 

mounting of active devices such as packaged power amplifiers. Additionally, a radorne 



(typically. depth z kd4) is used as both a reflective surface and an impedance matching 

network. 
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Figure 2.4 : The original cavity array element 

In terms of physical dimensions for the cavity element depicted in Figure 2.4, the 

patch and cavity diameters are 0.75 cm and 1.8 cm. or 0.75 A, and 1.8 ho at 30 GHz, 

respectively. and the depth of the cavity is 0.48 cm, or 0.48 ho at 30 GHz. The subsuate 

layers are 5880 Duroid and are 10 mils, 3 1 mils duck respectively. The slot length is 1.9 

mm and the feed-line width is 0.735 mm. The 'drop-in puck' element is laminated to the 

feed layer with bonding film. 

The measured E-plane and H-plane far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the 

original cavity array element are ploned in Figure 2.5. The original cavity array element 

was found to have a gain of D = 12.2 dB with E-plane and H-plane beamwidths of @jde 
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Figure 2.5 : Measured E, H-plane far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the original cavity 
eIement 

23.2 The Original Cavity Array Lattice, Design and Simulation 

In terms of antenna performance, the specifications given in the introduction 

called for hi& gain. narrow beamwidth low sidelobe levels (SLL for short), and 

iow grating lobe levels (GLL for short). These characteristics susgest the use of a 

un i fody  illuminated circular aperture antenna design, since they are known for their 

side lobe levels of approximately SLL = -17.6 dB [22]. Addiûondly, the antenna was 

required to fit in a 30 cm x 30 cm space and use sixteen 0.5 W power amplifiers as the 

active components. 

Aperture theory, which assumes a completely filled aperture, yields an expected 

direcrivity, Do, and beamwidth, of approximately: 

Do = 20 L o g , o ( ~ d i d , )  = 20 Loglo(x(30 cm)/(l cm)) = 39.48 dB 



= 580(ho idiam) = 58 O (1 cm/ 30 cm) = 1.93 O (3.8) 

These values are acceptable because the aim was to obtain a gain of about D z 30 dB 

with a symmetrical beamwidth of approxirnately z 2'. However. since the given 

cavity element was to be used to discretize a circular aperture. a lower simulated Do is 

expected because the aperture will not be completely filled. 

This is the line of reûsoning which led to the development of the cavity array 

lattice presented in [l], which is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The array consisrs of four 

concentric rings with four elements at a radius of ri = 2 cm. eight elements at a radius of 

rz = 4.5 cm. sixteen elements at a radius of r3 = 7 cm, and thirty-six elements at a radius 

of ra = 12.3 cm for a total of sixty-four elements. 

Figure 2.6 : The original cavity array Iattice 



The arrangement of the array elements (in tems of element spacings and the 

overall array lattice) was studied using ARPS (Antenna Radiation Patterns Software. by 

Far Field) [23]. The software package ARPS c m  be used to study a passive array lattice 

and its effect on the far-field amplitude radiation patterns (where the grating lobes and 

sidelobes are observed) by specifying three input files. The first file, hereinafter referred 

to as the coordinate file, contains the coordinate locations of the elements (where the 

center of the element defines its location) and their excitations (al1 of which were 

specified as 1 V in amplitude, O0 in phase). The second and third files contain the 

element pattem data for the 4 = 0' and 4 = 90' planes, respectively, and are hereinafter 

referred to as the element pattem data files. The element pattem data used for this 

investigation was measured in the W T ' s  Far-Field Anechoic Chamber at the 

Communications Research Centre (CRC) in Ottawa for a single cavity element of [Il. 

The sirnulated sidelobe levels (SLL). beamwidths and directivity @,) 

from ARPS are summarized in Table 2.1 for various $ planes. The far-field amplitude 

radiation patterns for the @ = O0 plane and wont plane for sideIobes/_mting lobes 

(S WGLL), $ = 90°, are plotted in Figure 2.7. 

These results indicate that the circular array lattice of [l] is attractive for severai 

reasons. First, the performance charactens tics of hi& directivity. sidelo be levels and 

grating lobe levels at least 15 dB down from the main beam peak (SLL & GLL 5 -15 

dB). beamwidth approximately equal to 2' in al1 $ planes (O->& z 2 O) were achieved. 

The pattem multiplication that led to the array pattern, or AP, plotted in F i p r e  2.7 is 

evident from the element pattern. or EP, plotted in Figure 2.8 (where the t$ = 0°, 90' data 



correspond to the measured E, H-plane data of Figure 2.5) and the may factor. or M. 

plotted in Figure 2.9. The E-plane (4 = O0 plane) EP values around and including 

(approximately over the rangs of 0 = 20" to 50 O) the nulls at 8 = +19O. -32O effectively 

brought down the 4 = O plane M values at the correspondin; 0's. Secondly, this was 

done without the need to pack elements between the third and fourth rings of m a y  

elements, so that fewer elements were required than those needed to completely fil1 the 

circular aperrure with outer radius equal to r4. Thirdly. the space between the third and 

fourth rings left room ro place the 0.5 W power amplifien in the feed network layer. 
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F i e  2.7 : Onginal cavity array laîtice far-field amplitude radiation pattern r a t s  

Table 2.1 : Original cavity array lattice far-field amplitude radiation pattern r d &  N~XUWY 
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Figure 2.8 : Meanired element pattern, EP 
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Figure 2.9 : Array Factor, AF, r d &  



2.3.3 The Feed Yetwork Design for the Original Cavity Array Lattice 

Gnfortunately. the feed network design for the circulitr cavity m y  lattice was a 

very complicated task. The final feed network desizn is illustrated in Figure 1.10. The 

cavity array was not iit al! straightfoward to feed because the active components and 

tightly packed passive radiating elements were fighting for real esrnte in the antenna 

layout. Feed-Iines had to be worked around active devices to reach other elements. This 

not on1 y lenjthened feed-lines and worsened associated ked-li ne Iosses. i t nlso reduced 

available space for other feed-lines in the feed network. 

Figure 2.10 : The original cavity array feed network 

The idea had been to take advantag of spatial power combining techniques by 

distributing the active components throughout the feed network design while using a 



corporate feed design to ensure phase-matched elements. Instead. it was found that the 

active components took up valuable space in the feed network and this led to a 

complicated feed network design. Another disadvantage of the non-modular nature of 

the feed network was that it was not easily amenable to analysis with commercially 

available software tools. 

Additional problems with the feed network surfaced when the antenna was built 

and tested. If an amplifier wasn't connected properly or was found to be defective, then 

power didn't reach the elernents further along the broken feed-line path. In a sirnilar 

manner, if the cavity elernent 'pucks' dropped into the caviiies were not connected 

properiy. then they did not radiate either. Removing active devices for testing andor 

replacement was a problem because surrounding feed-lines could be damaged in the 

process. The overall result was that the antenna perfomed wone than expected @ased 

on ARPS simulations), as  the grating lobes in the far-field amplitude radiation patterns 

were unacceptably high (S W G L L  > -15 dB). 

2.4 Proposed Alternative EH F Cavity Array 

To improve upon the design of [l], the following decisions were made. To avoid 

manufacturing problerns involving the delamination of the 'drop-in puck' elements for 

the cavity elements, a comrnon substrate layer would be used for the whole array. The 

resulting cavity element is illustrated in Fiawe 2.1 1 a), b) (cross section and exploded 

views). This new cavity element would guarantee that al1 array elements would ndiate, 

in addition to providing a continuous, cornmon ground plane. Using vias as a means of 

controlling potentid substrate leakage will be discussed in Chapter 5. 



As indicated in Figure 2.1 1 a), b), the physical dimensions of the patch and cavity 

diameters are 0.75 mm and 1.8 cm, or 0.75 ho and 1.8 ho at 30 GHz. respectively. The 

depth of the cavity is 0.48 cm, or 0.48 )c, at 30 GHz and the substrate layen are 5880 

Duroid of thickness 10 mils, 31 mils respectively. The dot length is 2.9 mm and the 

feed-line width is 0.735 mm. 
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Figure 2.11 a)  : Cross sectional view of the new cavity array element 
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Figure 2.11 b) : Exploded view of the new cavity array element 
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The measured E-plane and H-plane far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the 

new cavity m a y  element are plotted in Figure 1.12. The new cavity m a y  element was 

found to have a gain of D = 11.15 dB with E-plane and H-plane beamwidths of = 

- - - - E-plane - H-plane 

Figure 2.12 : Measured E, H-plane far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the new cavity element 

To facilitate feed network design and reduce feed-line l en -~s ,  an altemate array 

lattice would be sou@ so that the feed network for the passive array elements would be 

separate from that of the active devices. The ideal m y  lattice would require a simple 

feed network consisting of a few linear feed modules, so that sub-arrays of elements 

could be fed by repeating the feed modules throughout the array. The feed network for 

the active components would be a hybrid series-corporate feed type of design to 



effectiveiy distribute the power to the series-fed passive antenna array while the active 

devices in the corporately-fed portion of the antenna would be in a more accessible 

position for removal, testing. andor replacement by being isolated from the passive array 

elements. The passive portion of the antenna could then be designed, built. and tested on 

its own prior to its development with the 0.5 W amplifien as an active antenna. Lastly. 

an investigation on the use of vias around the cavity element would be canïed out. The 

vias would ensure that no potentiai difference would exist between the cavity layer and 

ground plane layer. so that a comrnon ground plane layer would result. Without a 

comrnon ground plane, radiation leakage could occur through the substrate layers. 

This thesis investigated the array lattice seiection and feed network design in 

order to address the issues of problematic grating lobes and overly cornplex feed network 

design. Since these processes are inter-related, the array lattice investigation was 

performed fint and was then followed by an investigation of the feed network desip. To 

provide a systematic approach to the array lanice investigation, simple uniformly gridded 

square mays were considered first as they would be the most suaightfonuard type of 

lattice to feed. From there, more sophisticated lanices such as crosses and hexagons were 

considered. For the feed network design investigation, any sugpsted modifications to 

the array lattice were studied to determine their impact on the antenna performance. 



CHAPTER 3 : ARRAY LATTICE INVESTIGATION 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, an investigation was carried out on the effects of various array 

lattices on radiation performance. The performance charactenstics studied for the various 

a m y  lattices were the directivity, Do, sidelobes and grating lobes, S U  and GLL. and 

bearnwidths, of the far-field amplitude radiation pattems. The objective was to 

obtain an array lattice, using the cavity element of [l], which yielded acceptable grating 

iobe levels in all 4 planes of the far-field amplitude radiation pattems that would be 

straightforward and simple to feed. As the cavity elements were 1.8 ho in diameter 

(where ho is a free-space wavelength, ho = 1 cm at a frequency of f = 30 GHz), their size 

placed a physical limitation on the minimum element spacing for the m a y  lattice. Since 

element spacings of 0.5 ho or less could not be achieved with the given element. grating 

lobes were inevitable. In an effort to minimize the grating lobe levels in the various 4 

planes to within acceptable Ievels, SWGLL 5 -15 dB, the arrangement of the array 

elements (in ternis of element spacings and the overall array lattice) was studied using 

ARPS. To develop a systematic approach in finding a suitable array lattice, lattices that 

could be fed most straightforwardly were considered fint. From there. the attempted 

lattices progressed to more complicated ones in an effort to maintain the antenna 

performance level to a level comparable to that of the antenna of [LI. 



3.2 Square Array Lattices 

3.2.1 Uniformly Gridded Square Array Lattices 

The simplest array lattice to feed with linear sub-array feed modules is a square 

configuration with a uniform grid (x-plane element spacing = y-plane element spacing). 

The variable that was studied was the element spacing, S. defined as indicated in Figure 

3.1. -4 sarnple uni fond y gridded square array lattice is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Taking 

into consideration the physical consuaint that cavity edges not be allowed to touch the 

smallest cavity element edge-toedge spacing, S. was set to 2 mm, resulting in a cavity 

element centre-to-centre spacing, S, of 2 cm since the cavity element diameter. d, was 1.8 

cm. The maximum cavity element edge-to-edge spacing, s,, considered was 2.8 cm. so 

that a span of one full free-space wavelength. ho, or 1 cm at 30 GHz. was examined. 

Sirnilarly, to ensure that cavity elements did not touch the edge of the L = 30 cm x L = 30 

cm workspace. the number of elements per row, N, for the uniformly @dded square 

arrays was detennined so as to keep the edges of the row end cavity elements at least m = 

0.2 cm from the sides of the L = 30 cm x L = 30 cm workspace. 

The maximum number of elements per row, N,, (for a tightly packed array 

using as much of the workspace as possible) and nurnber of rows, N,,, for each 

uniforrnly gridded square array considered, using edge-to-edge spacing increments of 0.7 

cm, were determined as follows. 

Since we require: 

m + N ( d + s ) S L  

We rearrange to obtain the expression: 

N I ( L - m ) / ( d + s )  
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Figure 3.1 : Variable definition for uniformly gridded square array lattice 
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Figure 3.2 : Unifordy gndded square army lattice, 5 = OU cm 



And round down to the nearest integer to obtain N-: 

The set variables are: 

and the variable s is varied from 0.2 cm to 1.0 cm in 0.2 cm increments. Thus, using 

equations 3.2 and 3.3, the maximum number of elements per row, N,, and the 

corresponding number of rows, N,,, are computed as tabulated in Table 3.1. The 

number of rows, N,,, for each case is equal to the corresponding N, value since the 

may  lattice is to be a uniformly gridded square. 

Table 3.1 : Computed maximum number of elements per row, Nmax, and number of mws, Nrows, 
for various edge-to-edge cavity element spacings, s 

The uniformly gridded square m y  lanices were simulated in ARPS and the 

resultin; far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the 4 = 0' plane and the problem 

planes for grating lobes ($ = 45O, 90') are plotted in Figures 3.3 to 3.7. The results for 

the various 4 planes snidied are summarized in Tables 3.2 to 3.6. 
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F i e  33 : Uniformiy gridded square array lattice resuits, s = 0.1 cm 
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Figure 3.1 : Uniformly gridded square array lattice r d & ,  s = 0.4 c m  
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Figure 3 5  : Uniformly gridded square array lattice resuits, s = 0.6 cm 
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Figure 3.6 : Uniformly gndded square array lanice resuits, s = 0.8 cm 
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Figure 3.7 : U n i f o d y  gridded square artay Iattice results, s = 1.0 cm 

Table 3.2 : Uniformly gridded square array lattice resuits summary, s = 0.3 cm 

Table 3 3  : Uniformly gridded square array lattice results summary, s = 0.4 cm 



Table 3.4 : Uniformly gridded square array lattice results summary, s = 0.6 cm 

Table 3.5 : Uniformly gridded square array lattice results summary, s = 0.8 cm 

Table 3.6 : Uniformly gridded square array httice results summary, s = 1.0 cm 

These results show that the 4 = 0°, 45", 90' planes were problem planes (90' 

worst, then 0°, 45') for grating lobes for uniformly gridded square array lattices. The 

grating lobe levels tended to worsen as the edge-to-edge cavity element spacing. S. 

increased. The best directivity occurred for the fint uniformly gndded square array 

lattice with s = 0.2 cm yielding Do = 35.68 dB. The beamwidths were to spec in al1 4 

planes for dl five uniformly gridded square anay lattices considered. 

As s was increased from 0.2 cm to 1.0 cm the directivity first increased, then 

decreased. This is reasonable because the directivity depends upon both the size of the 

apenure area as well as the discretization of the aperture. The more densely an aperture 

is discretized. the better it approximates a cornpletely filled aperture. While the s = 1.0 



cm array lattice occupies the same area as the s = 0.2 cm a m y  lattice. its aperture area is 

not as densely discreiized as that of the s = 0.2 cm array lattice. Thus, a Iower directivity 

resulted for the s = 1.0 cm anay lattice than for the s = 0.2 cm array lattice. The s = 0.6 

cm array lattice, on the other hand, occupies a siightly larger area than the s = 0.7 cm 

array lattice in addition to being Iess densely discretized. Therefore. an even lower 

directivity resulted for the s = 0.6 cm array lattice. 

3.2.2 Offset Gridded Square A rray Lattices 

Since the grating lobes in the problem planes resulted from having different 

element spacings in the different 4 planes, the next type of lattice considered was an 

offset gridded square array. Here, the grid lattice was fonned from equilateral triangles 

as indicated in Figure 3.8. A sarnple offset gridded square array lattice is illustrated in 

Figure 3.9. Again, the variable studied was the cavity element spacing, S. It was varied 

in 0.2 cm increments as was done with the uniformly gridded square may lattices. 

Applying similar manufacturing and workspace constraints as was done for the 

un i fody  gridded square array lattices, the number of elements per main and secondary 

rows, N, and N,, and the number of rows for each of these, Nmws and N,,,, were 

determined as follows. 

Since we require: 

m + N , ( d + s ) - s + m < L  

and: 

rn + d + 0.5s - 0.5d + Ns(d + s) - s + m I L 

and: 



m + 0.5d + Nm,S, - (Sm- 0.5d) + rn 5 L 

and: 

m + 0.5d + 0.5 S, + NmwSs - (S, - 0.5d) + m < L 

W e  rearrange these to obtain the expressions: 

N , _ < ( L - 2 m + s ) / ( d + s )  

and: 

Ns 5 (L - 2m - 0.5d + 0.5s) / (d + s) 

and: 

Nm,<&-2m-d+S,)/S, 

Figure 3.8 : VariabIe definition for offset gridded square array Latîice 
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F i e  3.9 : Otrset gridded square array iattice, s = 0.2 cm 

and: 

Nsmm 5 (L - 2m - d + 0.5 Ss)  I Ss (3.11) 

And round down to the nearest integer to obtain N-, N,,, NmWs-, Nsmwsm: 

N- = int(N& (3.13) 

Nsm = int(Ns) (3.13) 

Nmrowsmax = int(NmW) (3.14) 

Nsmws- = WNrnw) (3.15) 

The set variabIes are: 



Sm = 2(0.5(d + s))tan(60? 

S, = 2(0.5(d + s))tan(60°) 

and the variable s is varied from 0.2 cm to 1.0 cm in 0.2 cm increments. Thus. using 

equations 3.8 to 3.11, the maximum number of elements per main and secondary rows. 

Nm and Nsm. and the maximum number of main and secondary rows, Nmm,, and 

N,,,, are computed as tabulated in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7 : Computed maximum number of elements pet main and secondary rows, Nmman and 
Nsrnax, and maximum number of main and secondary rows, Nmrowsmax and Nsrowsmax, for 

various edge-to-edge cavity element spacings, s 

The offset gridded square array lattices were simulated in ARPS and the resulting 

far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the 4 = O" plane and the problem planes for 

grating lobes (0 = 30'. 904 are ploned in Figures 3.10 to 3.11. The results for the various 

4 planes studied are surnmarized in Tables 3.8 to 3.12. 
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Figure 3.10 : Omet gndded square array lattice resuits, s = 0.2 cm 
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Figure 3.11 : Offset gridded square array lattice results, s = 0.1 cm 
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Figure 3.12 : 0 f h t  gridded square array lanice r d & ,  s = 0.6 cm 
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Figure 3.13 : Offset gridded square array Lattice results, s = 0.8 cm 
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Figure 3.14 : 081set gridded square array lattice results, s = 1.0 cm 

Table 3.8 : Offset gridded square array lattice results nunmary, s = 0.2 cm 

Table 3.9 : OfTiet gridded square array lanice resuits nimmary, s = 0.4 cm 
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ARRAY TYPE: 
offset square (osq3) 
# ELEMENTS: 

Table 3.10 : Omet gridded square array lattice d t s  summrrry, s = 0.6 cm 

168 

Table 3.11 : Offset gridded square array lattice results summary, s = 0.8 cm 

PHI [deg.]: 
B W  [deg.]: 
SLUGLL [dB]: 

Table 3.12 : Offset gridded square array latîice results sumrnary, s = 1.0 cm 

LOCATION cd=.]: 
Do rdB1: 

These results show that the 4 = 0°, 30'. 90' planes were problem planes (90' 

worst, then 0°, 30' for osq2, 3, 4 while order for osql, 5 was 90'. 30°, 0') for gating 

lobes for offset gidded square ainy lattices. The grating lobe levels tended to worsen as 

the edge-to-edge cavity element spacing, s, increased. The best directivity occurred for 

the first offset _gidded square may lattice with x-plane edge-to-edge cavity element 

spacing s = 0.2 cm yielding Do = 36.90 dB. The beamwidths were ro spec in al1 0 planes 

for al1 five offset @dded square array lanices considered. Comparing the results for the 

offset Jndded square array lattices with those for the uniformly gridded square array 

lattices it can be seen that a higher directivity. better sidelobe levels and grating lobe 

levels, and approximately the same symmetrical beamwidths were obtained using the 
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90 
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offset gridded square array lattices. However. in comparing these results it should be 

noted that for the same value of s, the number of elements is higher for the offset gridded 

square anay lattices. 

3.3 Cross Array Lattices 

The second type of array lattice considered was a cross array lattice. A sarnple 

uniformly gridded cross array !attice is illustrated in Figure 3.15. 

...... 10 j ..a* a. 
n *..ma a. ............ E 5 :  
O 
Y a.........a. 
e 
O -- ..a ea.m..mae ..... -= a-.'a...a-a~a~ 
8 a ..@O........ 
a -5 ....a....... .@.a.. a-...... ...... 

i b l l ~ T T T 1 l l i i i l l E E t l l b l @ i l T 1 l  

-15 -10 -5 O 5 10 15 

x position [cm] 

Element 

Figure 3.15 : Uniformiy gridded cross array lattice, s = OH cm 



3.3.1 Uniformly Gridded Cross Array Lattice 

Since the best grating lobe levels so far have resulted from edge-to-edge cavity 

element spacings of s = 0.2 cm, only one un i fody  gridded cross array Iattice was 

considered with six elements per side of the cross. 

The uniformly gridded cross array lattice was simulated in ARPS and the 

resulting far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the 6 = 0' plane and the problem 

planes for grating lobes (0 = 45', 904 are plotted in Figure 3.16. The results for the 

various 4 planes studied are surnmarized in Table 3.13. 

-90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 O 10 20 30 40 jo 60 70 80 90 

Theta [deg.] 

- - - -  phi = 0 deg. --...-- phi = 35 deg. - phi = 90 deg. 

Figure 3.16 : Uaiformly gndded cross array lanice results, s = 0.2 cm 



Table 3.13 : Uniformly gridded cross array latîice r d t s  summary, s = 0.2 cm 

These results show chat the 4 = 45'. 90° planes were problem planes (90' worst, 

then 4s0) for grating lobes for the unifomily gridded cross array lattice. While fewer 

problem planes resuIted for the uniformly gidded cross array Iattice han for either of the 

square array lanices, the directivity of Do = 33.08 dB is not as high as that yielded by the 

best offset (or u n i f o d y )  gridded square array lattice. The symrnetricai beamwidth of 

= 2-4' is broader than that of the best offset (or un i fody)  gridded square array 

lanice. This beamwidth is also slightly broader than the OsdB = 2 O  specification. 

3.3.2 Offset Gridded Cross Array Lattice 

Applying the offset gidding concept to obtain sirnilar element spacings in the 

various 4 planes, the offset gridded cross array lattice depicted in Figure 3.17 was 

obtained, 

The offset gridded cross array lattice was simulated in ARPS and the resulting 

far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the $ = 0' plane and the problem planes for 

gating lobes (4 = 30°, 45'. 907 are plotted in Figure 3.18. The results for the various 4 

planes studied are summarized in Table 3. M. 
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Figure 3.17 : OBCset gridded cross array lattice, s = 0.2 cm 
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Figure 3.18 : O a e t  gridded cross array lattice r d &  s = 0.2 cm 



Table 3.14 : Offset gridded cross a m y  lattice r d t s  summary, s = 0.2 cm 

These results show that the 4 = 30'. 45O. 90' planes were problem planes (90' 

worst, then 30'. 459 for grating lobes for the offset gridded cross array lattice. Again. 

fewer problem planes resulted for the offset gridded c~oss array lattice than for either of 

the square array lattices, but the gain of Do = 33.33 dB is not as high as that yieided by 

the best offset (or unifody)  gndded square array lattice. The symmetrical beamwidth 

of = 2.6' is broader than that of the best offset (or unifonnly) gridded square array 

lattice. This bearnwidth is also slightly broader than the = 2' specification. 

3.4 Hexagonal Array Lattices 

The next array lattice considered was a hexagonai array lattice. A sampie 

unifomily gndded hexagonal array lattice is illustrated in Figure 3.19. A higher 

directivity is expected for this may lattice as compared with the uniformly gridded cross 

array lattice of Figure 3.15 since the hexagonal array lattice occupies more area. 
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Figure 3.19 : U n i f o d y  gridded hexagonal array lattice, s = 0.2 cm 

3.4.1 Unifordy Gridded Hexagonal Array Lattice 

Since the best grating lobe levels so far have resulted from edge-to-edge cavity 

element spacings of s = 0.2 cm, oniy one un i fody  gridded hexagonal array lattice was 

considered. 

The uni fody  gridded hexagonal array lattice was simulated in ARPS and the 

resulting far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the $ = 0' plane and the problem 

planes for grating lobes ($ = 45', 90') are plotted in Figure 3.70. The results for the 

various 4 planes studied are summarized in Table 3.15. 
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Figure 330 : Uniformly gridded hexagonal array lanice r d & ,  s = 02 cm 

Table 3.15 : Uaiformly gridded hexagonal array lattice renilts summaq, s = 0.2 cm 

These resulü show that the @ = 4j0, 90' planes were problem planes (90' worst, 
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then 45') for grating lobes for the un i fody  gridded hexagonal array latrice. Again. 

fewer problem planes resulted for the un i fody  gridded hexagonal array lattice than for 

either of the square array lanices. but the directivity of Do = 33.48 dB is not as hi& as 

that yielded by the best offset (or unifonnly) gidded square array lattice. The 

symmehical beamwidth of = 7.2" is broader than that of the best offset (or 

unifomily) gridded square array lattice. This beamwidth is also slightly broader than the 
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= î0 specification. Comparing with the cross array lattices, the uniformly gndded 

hexagonal array lattice yielded a slightly nmower symmetncal bearnwidth and a slightly 

higher directivi ty. 

3.4.2 Offset Gridded Hexagonal Array Lattice 

Applying the offset gridding concept to obtain similar element spacing in the 

various 4 planes, the offset gridded hexagonal array lattice depicted in Fi,we 3.21 was 

obtained. 

-15 -10 -5 O 5 10 15 

x position [cm] 

Figure 3.21 : Omet gridded hexagonai array lattice, s = 0.2 cm 

The offset gridded hexagonal array lanice was simulated in ARPS and the 

resulting far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the @ = O0 plane and the problem 



planes for grating lobes (4 = 30'. 904 are plotted in Figure 3-22. The results for the 

various 4 planes studied are sumrnarized in Table 3.16. 

--.- p h  = 0 &g. - - - - - - -  phi = 30 deg. p h i  = 90 deg. 

Figure 3.22 : Oftset gridded hexagonal array Iattice renifts, s = 0.2 cm 

Table 3.16 : Offset gridded hexagonal array Lanice r d t s  summary, s = 0.2 cm 

These results show that the 4 = 30°, 90' planes were problem pianes (90' worst, 
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then 30') for grating lobes for the offset gridded hexagonal m y  lattice. Again. fewer 

problem planes resulted for the offset gridded hexagonal array lattice than for either of 

the square array lattices, but the directivity of Do = 34.08 dB is not as high as that yielded 
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by the best offset (or uniformly) gridded square array lattice. The symmetrical 

beamwidth of = 2.4' is bmader than that of the best offset (or uniformly) gndded 

square array lattice. This beamwidth is also slightly broader than the = ?' 

specification. Comparing with the cross array lattices, the offset gridded hexagonal array 

latUce yielded a higher directivity with a slightly narrower symmetrical beamwidth. The 

offset gridded hexagonal array lanice was an improvement over the uniformly gndded 

hexagonal a m y  lanice as it yielded a higher directivity with approximately the same 

sidelobe levels and grating lobe levels (improved in the @ = 90' plane). 

3.5 Effect of Element Orient a tion on Results 

The effect of the orientahon of the element on the radiation performance of the 

array lattice was snidied next. This was done only for the array lattice of Figure 3.21. 

To simulate this in ARPS, the EP @ = 0° data was placed at 0 = 90' and the EP 4 = 90' 

data was placed at 4 = OO. The resulhng far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the $ = 

0' plane and the problem planes for grating lobes (4 = 30°, 90°) are ploaed in Figure 

3.23. The results for the various 4 planes snidied are surnrnarized in Table 3.17. 

Thus, the overall effect of changing the orientation of the element on the antenna 

performance was improved directivity (better by 0.39 dB) and improved grating lobes in 

the 4 = 90' plane (better by 3.56 dB). The sidelobes and grating lobes in the $ = 4j0, 

60°, 75' planes were approximately the same while the grating lobes in the 4 = 30°plane 

wonened by 1.15 dB. The problern planes for grating lobes were the same. nameiy 4 = 



30'. 90". The symrnetrical beamwidth was the same. Since the results were an 

improvement over the design with the original element orientation, in terms of directivity 

and grating lobes, the new element orientation was adopted. 

Theta (deg.] 

..-- phi = O deg. - . - - - + -  phi = 30 deg. - phi = 90 deg. 

Figure 3.23 : ORsot gndded hexagonal array lattice with new element orientation resulîs, s = 0.2 cm 

Table 3.17 : Offset gridded hexagonal array lattice with new element orientation results surnmary, s 
= 0.2 cm 

3.6 Feed Network Design and Modifications to Array Lattice 

The next stage in the development of the cavity array was the design of a suitable 

feed network for the offset hexagonal array lattice of Figure 3.21. The main goal for the 



feed network design stage was to rninimize the feed complexity, using a modular 

approach. modifying the m a y  lattice if necessary, while maintaining the same level of 

antenna performance. The performance characteristics of primary interest were the 

directivity, Do, grating lobe levels, GLL, and beamwidth, in al1 planes. Aiming 

for simplicity/straightfonvardness in the feed network design was important for several 

related reasons, as discussed in the next section. 

3.6.1 Drawbacks of Original Feed Network Design 

One of the major drawbacks of the antenna feed network des ip  presented in [l], 

illustrated in Figure 1.10, was that it was very cornplex with no modularity, due to the 

locations of the elements and the use of a corporate feed. Had a moduiar feed network 

design approach been used instead, where feed modules repeated throughout the array 

would feed sub-arrays, a more straightforward feed network design would have resulted. 

Another factor which contributed to the cornplexity of the feed network design of 

[l] was that the active components were distributed throughout the feed network. This 

was done to take advantaje of spatial power combining techniques and achieve good 

phase matching for the elements. However, rhis approach made it more difficult to 

integrate the amplifiers since it was harder to provide bias Lines and access the amplifien 

if maintenance was required. 

A further problem with the feed network design of [l] associated with disaibuting 

the active devices throughout the feed network was that if a single active device wasn't 

properly connected, rhen dl of the elements that depended on it would consequently not 

be fed either. Unfed portions of the antenna did not radiate and, hence, decreased the 



overall antenna performance. This demonstrates the trade-off between the more costly 

fully active arrays (one amplifier per element) and their counterpart. pa~~ia l ly  active 

arrays (n elements per amplifier) which are easier to implement. Even more voublesome 

was the removallreconnection of individual active components for testing and repain 

without causing damage to surrounding feed-lines. 

3.6.2 Developing a Modular Feed Network Design Approach for the Array Lanice 

The offset hexagonal array lattice of Figure 3.21 consists of more than twice as 

many elements as that of [l]. A modular feed network was sought to deal with the 

increased demand on real estate, reduce feed-line lengths, and simplify the complexity of 

the feed network. The idea was to keep the passive portion of the antenna separate from 

the active portion using an overall hybrid series-corporate feed design for the feed 

network. Corporate feeding is to be used to feed the active cornponents in order to 

equally distribute the power to the passive array, while series feeding techniques are 

applied within the feed network for the passive antenna elements. For the purposes of 

this thesis, time only permitted for the design of the feed network for the passive portion 

of the antenna, 

3.6.2.1 Passive Antenna Feed N etwork Design 

Since the selected array lartice of Figure 3.21 consisted of 127 tightly packed 

e1ements. real estare for feeding was limited. Fortunately, the gidding of the elements 

allowed for the straightforward grouping of elements within a row of the array lattice into 

sub-arrays. For uniform excitation, these sub-arrays could be fed by simple, linear. 



series-feed branches. The goal, then, was to determine how many efemena to feed (Le.: 

the size of the sub-array) with a series-feed branch module so that enough power could be 

distributed to each s u b - m y  element without losing too much energy in the form of feed- 

line losses and to assure phase matching between sub-array-fed elements while 

simultaneously aiming for the fewest number of distinct sub-array feed modules to be 

used to feed the overall anay lanice. 

3.6.2.2 Determining the Required Number of Feed Modules and the Number of 

Elements to Feed With Each Module 

To determine the maximum number of elements for a feed branch module, the 

widest row of the array lattice was considered first. As there were thirteen elements in 

the center row, it was decided that the largest senes feed branch module would feed six 

elements so that two of these branches wouid be required to feed the center row. This 

assumed that removing the central element of the array lattice would not advenely affect 

the antenna performance. and was io be verified once the number of feed modules. and 

number of elements per feed module, was determined. Moving away from the center of 

the array lattice, the number of elements per row decreased and a shoner feed branch, 

= to use feeding five elements in series, could be used. Continuing in this manner, tryin, 

the same module twice per row for as many rows as possible, it was found that the last 

feed module was required to feed four series elements. 

Overall, this led to the element grouping indicated in Figure 3.24. The line 

segments joining goups of elements in Figure 3.24 represent the feed modules. Three 

elements were Ieft unfed in the top and bottom rows of the array lattice because the 



smallest feed module feeds four elements and there were seven elements in those rows. 

Four other elernents. located at the ends of some of the rows of the array lattice, were ieft 

unfed as well. 

-15 -10 -5 O 5 10 15 
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Figure 3.24 : Initial feediag attempt of offset gridded hexagonal array lattice without central 
elemenî, s = 0.2 cm 

To address these concems, some additional elements were added, symmeuicdly. as 

inàicated in Figure 3.25 so that an altemate feeding mangernent could be used. Again, 

it was assumed that addin; elements to the array lattice would not adversely affect the 

antenna performance. and was to be verified once the number of feed modules. and 

number of elements per feed module, was determined. The tentative result. therefore. 

was that three distinct sub-array feed modules feeding four. five, and six elements 

respectively, were required to feed the entire array lattice. 
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Figure 3.25 : Feeding of o&t gridded hexagonal array lanice without central element, with six 
extra elements to faciiitate feeding, s = 0.2 cm 

3.6.2.3 Effect of Array Lattice Modifications on Antenna Performance 

Nexr, the assumptions regarding the removal of the central element and addition 

of six extra elements for ease of feeding were studied. Removing the central element 

from the array lattice depicted in Figure 3.21 and symmetncally adding six extra 

elemenis to facilitate feeding resulted in the array lattice of Figure 3.36. 

The resulting far-field amplitude radiation patterns for the 4 = 0' plane and the 

problem planes for grating lobes (4 = 30°, 90') are plotted in Figure 3.27. The results for 

the various 0 planes studied are summarized in Table 3.18. 
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Figure 3.26 : 0 e e t  gridded hexagooal array lanice with new element orientation, without central 
element, with six extra elements, s = 0.2 cm 
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Thus, the o v e d l  effect on the antenna performance of the array lattice 

modification from that of Figure 3.21 to that of Figure 3.26. using the new element 

orientation. was a narrowed beamwidth and improved grating lobes in the 4 = 45O plane 

(better by 1.15 dB). The sidelobes and grating lobes in the $ = 30'. 60°, 75O. 90° planes 

.n ...... 

were approximately the same while the gating lobes in the 4 = 0' plane worsened by 

-10 3 

0.72 dB. The problem planes for grating lobes were the same. namely 4 = 30°, 90 O. 

There was approximately no change in the symmetrical beamwidth (better by 0.1") or the 

directivity (better by 0.13 dB). 

a. a ma.. a. .a... 8 
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Theta [deg.] 

- m . -  phi = 0 deg. . - .--.. phi = 30  deg. - phi = 90 deg. 

Figure 3.27 : Offset gridded hexagonal array lattice with new element orientation, wiithout central 
element, with six extra elements results, s = 0.2 cm 

Table 3.18 : 0fTset gridded hexagonal array lattice with new element orientation, without central 
element, witn six extra elements results summary, s = 0.2 cm 

Since there was little change in the results for the offset hexagonal m y  lattices 

of Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.26. using the new element orientation. it was verified that 

modifying the array lattice to facilitate feeding as depicted in Figure 3.16 did not 

significantly decrease the performance of the antenna. The coordinate file for the m y  

lattice depicted in Figure 3.26 is a v e n  in Appendix 1. 

Alternative groupings of elements for feeding the array lattice of Figure 3.26 in 

series branches were attempted, but it was found that the fewest number of distinct sub- 

90 
2.33 

-14.64 
36 

1 

75 
2.28 

-16.85 
3 

60 
2.25 

-16.9 
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45 
3.23 

-19.2 
-3.5 

30 
2.23 

-12.3 
35.5 
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2-28 

-16.07 
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ARRAY TYPE: 
without central element. 
with 6 extra elements 
# ELEMENTS: 

132 

PHI [de.]: 
B W  [deg.]: 
SLWGLL [dB]: 
LOCATION [deg.]: 
Do [dB]: 



army feed modules resulted when the elements were grouped in fours. fives. and sixes as 

described above. To surnrnarize then, the modification to the array lattice of Figure 3.7 1 

to facilitate modular feeding consisted of the removal of the central element and the 

addition of six extra elements. 

3.7 Conclusion 

The trends observed in the array lattice investigation cm be summaized as 

follows. In terms of directivity, sidelobes, and beamwidths. hexagonal array lattices 

perforrned better than either cross or square m y  lanices. Addi tionally, it was found that 

offset gridded lattices performed better than uniformly gridded ones. 

In terms of beamwidths and sidelobes (or grating lobes), it was obsened that 

neither square, cross, nor hexagonal m a y  laitices perfomed as well as the original 

circular m a y  lattice design presented in [l]. Cross and hexagonal array lattices were 

found to have fewer problern planes than square array lattices. The best sidelobe levels 

and grating lobe levels, without 4 = 0' as a problem plane. occumed for the offset 

hexagonal array lattice. This is most likel y due to the fact that the hexagon array lattice is 

most like a circular array lattice, which is known to have sidelobe levels of the order of - 

17.6 dB [22]. 

Pnor to feed considentions, using the cavity element of [Il, the best performing 

array lattice (in tems of highest directivity with dl sidelobe levels and grating lobe levels 

SWGLLTs < -15 dB and dl beamwidths z z0 in al1 4 planes) of those studied was 

the offset gridded hexagonal array lattice depicted in Figure 3.31 using the new element 

orientation (rotated through 904. Compared with the original circular array iattice design 



of [II, the directivity increased by 4.48 dB to Do = 34.47 dB. The symmetrkal 

beamwidth of 2.4" broadened by 0.4', which is still reasonable. The grating lobe levels in 

the 4 = 90° plane worsened by 1.15 dB to -14.62 dB and those in the 9 = 30° plane by 

5.44 dB to -12.24 dB. 

When feeding was taken into consideration, the finai array lanice of Figure 3.26 

resulted. In simulation, this array lattice outperformed the original circular array lattice 

design of [l] with iü directivity of Do = 34.60 dB, up by 4.61 dB. The symmetncal 

beamwidth of 2.3' broadened by only 0.3'. which is reasonable. The grating lobe levels 

in the $ = 90' plane worsened by 1.13 dB to -14.64 dB and those in the 4 = 30' plane by 

5.43 dB to -12.25 dB. 

The final m y  lattice design of Figure 3.26 represents a si-pificant improvement 

over the design of [l] in tems of the complexity of the feed network since feeding has 

been greatly simplified by using a modular approach. The modular design allows for 

locatinz the active devices in a more accessible position for maintenance. as they will be 

placed in a separate module from the passive array. Finally, because only three distinct 

sub-array feed modules are required to feed the passive portion of the antenna. the 

feeding of the passive antenna is a straightforward matter of repeating the simple 

modules throughout the array. 



CHAPTER 4 : FEED NETWORK MODULE INVESTIGATION 

4.1 Introduction 

For this stage of the investigation, prototype feed network modules were 

designed, simulated, optimized, fabricated, and tested. The measured results were 

compared with the simulated values and the operational bandwidths of the desiys were 

verified as well. As a final confirmation of the simulated and measured results, a 

prototype Cfeed with four elements (eight vias each) was built and tested. The measured 

results were compared with simulated values. The eight via cavity element was 

developed to provide a cornmon gourid plane for the cavity element and is discussed in 

the next chapter on cavity element investigations. 

4.2 Design Methodology for Feed Modules 

The three feed modules required to feed the offset gridded hexagonal array lattice 

of Figure 3.16 were fint designed based on power-divider equations to provide for a 

uniform element excitation at the output ports. From there, the required branch 

impedances to yield the intended power splitting were determined. Next, the line widths 

corresponding to the required impedances, for microstrip technology implemenration, 

8 
were computed using the t-line estimation rool in ENSEMBLE version 5.1 (by Ansoft) 

[BI]. This program required the frequenc y range, material c haracteristics, and 

dimensions of lines (29.75 to 30.75 GHz band for 5% operationai bandwidth. IO mils 

thick 5880 Duroid substrate with E, = 2.2, 0.5 oz. Cu Iines and ground planes. line 

dimensions as per desired impedances) as input and computed s-parameten as output. 



Two constraints were applied in the design process. First, the line widths had to be at 

least w = 0.25 mm wide to meet etching tolerances. Secondly, the line widths had to be 

narrower than the dimension of about half a guided wavelength, A&. in the line material 

(0.5 oz. Cu) at the design frequency, f = 30 GHz, in order to prevent unintentional 

radiation of a section of line. 

For the design of the Cfeed module, the Cfeed was represented as depicted in 

Figure 4.1 and the corresponding power-divider equations for uniform element excitation 

(in terms of amplitude) were expressed as: 

Pi =PI = P3 = P4 

P, = PI +Pz + P3 + P4 

The intermediate branch powers were given by: 

Plz= f,-Pi 

Pn = Pl? - Pz 

P 3 = P 3 - P 3  

F i e  4.1 : &Fe& power divider representaîion 

Phase considerations for uniform element excitation are discussed in the next section. 



Next, the required branch impedances to yield the intended power splitting were 

detemùned from the circuit representation of the 4-feed module. as depicted in Figure 

Since equal power splitting requires that: 

Z i = Z 2 = Z 3 = & = Z  

Therefore, the branch impedances simplify to: 

zj4 =a= 

Zu =zs // z34 =z/ /z=  u2 

Z i 2 = Z 2 / / 2 1 3  =Z//(2/2) =U3 

Zn =zi / /zI2=z// (2/3)=n4 

Figure 4.2 : CFeed impedance representation 

To implement lines with these impedances in microstrip technology, the t-line 

estimation tool in ENSEMBLE@ version 5.1 (by Ansoft) was used to determine the 

conesponding line widths. This tool required as input the design frequency, f, = 30 GHz. 

and the substrate material parameters of thickness (a.k.a. height), h = 10 mils 5880 

Duroid, and relative permittivity E, = 2.2. The lines and ground plane were specified as 



0.5 oz. Cu. Selecting the 1 s t  branch impedance to be Zq = Z = 80 R, the conesponding 

line width was estimated to be w = 0.36 mm, which satisfies the etching constraint as 

well as the non-radiating line section constraint. The other branch impedances were 

compured frorn (4.7) to (4.10) as listed in Table 4.1. The estimated line widths 

corresponding to these impedances (for microstrip technology implementation) are also 

listed in Table 4.1. These line widths were verified as satisfymg both the etching 

constraint as well as the non-radiating line section constraint. 

Table 4.1 : Estimated line widths for desired iine impedances to acbieve equal power spiit to output 
ports of 4-feeà module 

To design the 5-feed module for uniform element excitauon. an additional branch 

was added at the front end of the Cfeed design as depicted in Figure 4.3. The branch 

impedances for the corresponding circuit representation depicted in Figure 4.4 were 

deterrnined as foIlows. 

Since equai power spli tting requires that: 

2, =z,=zj=Zq=z5=z 

Therefore, the branch impedances simplify to: 

&5=zs=z  



Figure 4.3 : 5-Feed power divider representatioo 

i C "1 3 z2 - 4  i z 4  1 "5 
L j ,  *A 

- 1  i 
W L  , 

1 I l  
I l 1 

I 1 
I 

2. 
m 5 2  ' 23  z34 

Figure 41 : 5-Feed impeàance representatioo 

Selecting the last branch impedance to be Z5 = Z = 80 n. the corresponding line 

width was estirnated to be w = 0.36 mm, which satisfies the etching constraint as well as 

the non-radiating line section constraint. The other branch impedances were cornputed 

from (4.12) to (4.16) as Iisted in Table 4.2. The estimated Iine widths corresponding to 

these impedances (for microstrip technology implementation) are also listed in Table 4.3. 



These line widths were verified as satisfymg both the etching constraint as well as the 

non-radiating line section constraint. 

Table 4.2 : Estimated line widths for desired line impedances to achieve equal power split to output 
ports of 5-feed module 

r z ~  

To design the 6-feed module for uniform element excitation, an additionai branch 

was added at the front end of the 5-feed design as depicted in Figure 4.5. The branch 

impedances for the comesponding circuit representation depicted in Figure 4.6 were 

deterrnined as follows. 

Since equal power splitting requires that: 

SI =Z1=Z j=Zq=Z5=&=Z  

Therefore, the branch impedances simplify to: 

& = &= 2 

&S=z5//256 = z / / z = z 2  

ZN = & // G5 = Z // (V2) = 2/3 

ZZ3 = Z3 // Z34 = Z // (ZJ3) = 2/4 

= Z2 // ZU = Z // (U3) = Z/5 

impedance [n]:i width [md: 
SOI 0.36 



P12 '23 P34 P45 ' 5 6  

Figure 4.5 : 6-Feed power divider representation 

Figure 4.6 : 6-Feed impedance representation 

Phase considerations for uniform element excitation are discussed in the next section- 

Selecting the Iast branch impedance to be & = Z = 80 0, the corresponding line 

width was estimated to be w = 0.36 mm, which satisfies the etching constraint as well as 

the non-radiating line section constraint. The other branch impedances were computed 

from (4.17) to (4.23) as listed in Table 4.3. The estimated line widths corresponding to 

these impedances (for microstrip technology implementation) are also listed in Table 4.3. 

These line widths were verified as satisfying both the etching constraint as well as the 

non-radiating line section constraint (the line width of 0.6 hg for Zn was borderline 

acceptable based on the non-radiating line section constraint). 



Table 4.3 : Estimated line widths for desired line impedances to achieve equal power spiit to output 
ports of 6-feed module 

Zd 
Zi 
Zt 
23 
22 
Zs 
256 
245 
2j4 

The designs for the three feed modules (4-feed, 5-feed. and 6-feed) discussed thus 

far represent starting points for designs which were to be simulated and optimized using 

ENSEMBLE@ version 5.1 (by Ansoft). That is, at the design frequency of fo = 30 GHz, 

impedance [RI: 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
40 

26.6 

the power splitting, represented by the output s-parameter amplitudes, computed by the 

software package was found to be sensitive to changes as simple as varying the style of t- 

junction used between branches of the feed modules. The criteria for acceptable ranges of 

amplitude and phase spreads for the feed module designs varied for each case and was 

detennined by studying the effects on the far-field amplitude radiation patterns. With this 

in rnind. every t-junction between successive branches in a feed module was designed 

separately in order to detemine the optimum t-junction to be used to achieve the desired 

power splitting at that point in the feed module. 

The three styles of t-junctions considered were centered. flush. and offset t- 

junctions. Examples of these are illustrated in Figures 4.7 a), b), c), respectively. 

width [mm]: 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
1 .O6 
1.82 



Figure 4.7 a) : Centered t-juction 

1 3 
Figure 4.7 b) : Fiush t-junction 

1 3 
Figure 4.7 c) : O f k t  t-junction 



To dernonstrate the variation in power splitting observed for these three styles of 

t-junctions. three such t-junctions were designed for uniform excitation of ports 2, 3. 

Since this required that the line impedances to ports 2. 3 be Zz = Z3 = Z .  the input 

impedance was detennined to be Z,. = z2/& = U R  = Zf2. Selecting the last branch 

impedance to be Z = 50 a, the corresponding line width was estimated to be w = 0.77 

mm. The input impedance was then computed to be 2,. = 25 n for a line width of w = 

1.97 mm. The simulated results fûi the normaiized output s-parameten lstll and bsll for 

the t-junction examples of Figure 4.7 a), b), c) (where the oniy difference is the position 

of the branch to output port 3) are listed in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 : Variation in normalized output s-parameter amplitudes for different styles of t-junctions 
at various frequencies 

centred t-junction 

- 

1~311 [dB]: 
offset t-junction 

1~211 [dB]: 
I d I I  TdB1: 

Since the t-junctions had been designed to be uniformly excited, the expected results 

were that bzil = = 70hglo(1/2) = -3.01 dB for each t-junction. However. as 

indicated in Table 4.4, the power splitting at a t-junction was found to Vary with the 

W.25 [GHz] 
-4.606 1 
-2.4708 

29.25 [GHz] 

~21 
s31 

design of the t-junction itself. The general trend observed was that increasing the offset 

of the branch to output port 3 away from the center of branch 1 tended to split the power 

[dB]: 
[dB]: 

-2,8537 
2935 [GHz] 

-3.7222 
-3.1119 

away from pon 2 and result in more power reaching port 3. 

29.625 [GHz] 
-4.6536 
-2.45 16 

flush t-junction 

-- 

-2.8486 
29.625 [GHz] 

-3.7343 
-3.1 13 

30 [GHz] 
-4.7049 
-2.4325 

29.625 [GHz] 130 [GHz] 

-2.8433 
30 [GHz] 

-3.7476 
-3.1 145 

30.375 [GHz] 130.75 [GHz] 
-4.7586 
-2.413 

30375 [GHz] 

-2.8374 
30375 [GHZ] 

-3.76 1 
-3.1 158 

4 .8  144 
-2.3927 

30.75 [GHz] 

-2.8299 
30.75 [GHz] 

-3.7736 
-3.1 167 



4.3 The 4-feed Module 

1.3.1 Final Design, Analysis, and Optimization 

The final design for the 4-feed module is iltustrated in Figure 4.8. Several design 

variations were attempted before this final design was reached with the goal of providing 

the best power split and best phase match between output ports as possible. 

Figure 4.8 : Final 4-feed module design 

For the Cfeed, the optimal power split occurred when a 0.2 mm offset t-junction 

was used between ports 4 and 5, a 0.2 mm offset t-junction was used between ports 3 and 

4, and a 0.1 mm offset t-junction was used at the frontend between ports 2 and 3. 

In t e m s  of phase rnatching of the output ports. 1.5 mm of path length was added 

to the line between ports 4 and 5 in the form of a bend until an acceptable phase match 

resulted. The rough guideline observed for designing bends such as this. so as not to 

produce radiation at the bend was that the lene@ of the bend be at lest  three times as 

long as the width of the line. The depth of the bend is what added the path length, and 

this depth was varïed over a wavelength (free-space wavelen-d = Ào = 1 cm) in 

increments of 0.05 mm until a good phase match was obtained between L s ~ ~  and the 

other output s-parameters. The bend was placed above the line so as not to increase the 

overall vertical dimension of the Cfeed module which would help to avoid its 

interference/mutual coupling with other feed modules in its proximity. 



The final form of design variation performed on the Cfeed was the 'tweaking' of 

the width and length of the Ad4 transformer at the input/front end. This was done to 

ensure the best IsiIl match. 

The simulated results for the Isl and Ls parameters of the Cfeed are plotted in 

Figure 4.9 (sll amplitude) and Figure 4.10 a), b) (s2*. sj1, s4,, s 5 ~  amplitude and phase on 

sarne axes). The theoretical and simulated values for the Isl and Ls parameters of the 4- 

feed are summarized in Table 4.5. 

29 29.25 29.5 29.75 30 30.25 30.5 30.75 31  

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.9 : Prototype 4-feed moduie design s l l  normaiized amplitude vs. frequency 



Frequency [ G w  

Figure 4.10 a) : Prototype Cfeed module design output s-parameter normalized amplitudes vs. 
frequency 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.10 b) : Prototype 4-feed module design output s-parameter phases vs. frequency 



Table 4.5 : Prototype 4-feed module oQut s-parameter normalized amplitudes and phases (1/4 - 
6.02 dB) 

As seen from Figure 4.9 and Table 4.5, a good input match resulted for the 4- 

Isli 
~ 2 1  
~ 3 1  
~ 4 1  
~ 5 1  

feed design illustrated in Figure 4.8 with lsiil < -20 dB across the frequency band. The 

29.25 [GRt] 
-24.882 1 
-6.340 1 
-6.7 19 

-6.8379 
-7.4478 
lSM7 

134.9594 
175.5161 
224.5364 
24 1 .MO2 
106.9808 

[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 

output s-parameter amplitudes, plotted in Figure 4.10 a), are close to the theoretical 

spread [dB]: 
-21 [deg.]: 
4 1  [deg.]: 
4 1  [deg.]: 
a51 [de&]: 

spread [deg.]: 

value of 4.02 dB (1/4 power) with an amplitude spread at the lower band edg ,  center 

29.625 [GHz] 
-22.4 134 
-6.4034 
-6.5866 
-6.9 17 1 
-7.5413 
1.1379 

123.1053 
150-0569 
184.8769 
188.2361 
65.1308 

frequency. and upper band edge of 1.1 1 dB, 1.30 dB, and 1.63 dB, respectively. The 

output s-parameter phases, plotted in Figure 4.10 b), are spread by 106.1° at the Iow end. 

30 [GBz) 
-2 1 -6852 

-6.3509 
-6.4899 
-7.0405 
-7.65 12 
1 S 3  

11 1.2183 
123.7827 
145.3201 
135.267 
34.1018 

34. l0 at the center frequency, and 55.0' at the upper end of the frequency band. 

4.3.2 Simulated Bandwidth Check and Comments 

The acceptability of the spreads of amplitudes and phases across the band for the 

simulated Cfeed module were considered next. This was done by simulating the far-field 

amplitude radiation patterns for elements fed by two Cfeed modules placed head-to-head 

(representing a row of eight elements in the array lattice of Figure 3.26) in ARPS using 

the element excitations (ma,@tudes and phases) computed from the Cfeed simulated 

output s-parameters of Table 4.5. 

30.375 [GHz] 
-21 -7196 
-6.233 1 
-6.473 

-7.1472 
-7.7523 
1 JI92 

98.3054 
97.1476 

106.28 18 
82.4 1 06 
23.8712 

3û.75 [GHz] ' 
-20.15 15 
-6.2067 
-6.4928 
-7.196 

-7.8333 
1.6266 

84.7728 
70.7892 
67.4304 
39.8089 
543639 



Upon simulation in ARPS. the results of Figure 4.11 were obtained for the 4 = 0" 

plane for the frequencies 29.25. 30. and 30.75 GHz, corresponding to the lower band 

edge, center. and upper band edge of the band of operation, respectively. Since the main 

beam of these far-field amplitude radiation patterns did not split and the patterns are 

approxirnately the sarne at these frequencies. the 4-feed module yielded approxirnately 

the sarne performance across the band of operation and the simulated amplitude and 

phase spreads are acceptable. Thus. the operational bandwidth for the Cfeed module was 

simulated to be within 5 %. as was required by the original specifications. 

Figure 411 : Far-field amplitude radiation patterns for elementr fed by two Cfeed modules, element 
excitations computed from simulated s-parameters 



4.3.3 Measured Results and Cornparison With Simulated Ones 

A prototype of the 4-feed module was buiIt and tested with a Wiltron Network 

Analyzer at CRC. The Isl and L s  parameters obtained are plotted in Figure 4.12 (sll 

amplitude) and Figure 4.13 a), b) (sZI, s3[, sal, SS, amplitude and phase on same axes). 

These results are sumrnarized in Table 4.6. 

Frequenc y [GHz] 

Figure 4.12 : Measured s l l  amplitude for prototype 4-feed module 



Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.13 a) : Measured output s-parameter amplitudes for prototype 4-feed module 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 113 b) : lçleanired output s-parameter phases for prototype 4-feed module 



Table 4.6 : Measured prototype 4-feed module output s-parameter normalized amplitude and phase 
results 

As seen frorn Figure 1.12 and Table 4.6, a good input match resulted for the 

lsll 
~ 2 1  
~ 3 1  
~ 4 1  
1~51 

prototype 4-feed module with lslll -< -14 dB across the frequency band, though not as 

29.25 [GHz] 
-22.13 1 
-6.9 15 
-7.5 1 
-6.77 

-8.494 
1.724 

143.299 
180.867 
258.568 

[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[àB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 

sood as simulated in Figure 1.9, Table 4.5. The output s-parameter amplitudes, plotted 

spread [àB]: 
4 1  [deg.]: 
4 1  [deg.]: 
a 4 1  [deg.]: 

in Figure 4.13 a). are not as close to the theoretical value of 4 . 0 2  dB as those simulated 

in Figure 4.10 a), Table 1.5. The amplitude spreads at the lower band edge, center 

29.625 [GHz] 
-17.328 
-6.956 
-8.076 
-6.095 
-9.0 19 
2324 

11 1.821 
150.677 
198.043 

frequency, and upper band edge are 1.72 dB, 3.17 dB, and 3.25 dB, respectively. The 

30.375 [GHz] 
- 16.052 
-7.75 
-6.143 
-7.239 
-9 .O04 
3.462 
68.33 

76.784 
82.765 

30 [GHz] 
- 14.023 
-7.754 
-7.138 
-6.3 13 
-9.483 
3.171 

88.597 
118.837 
140.776 

output s-parameter phases, plotted in Figure 4.13 b). are spread by 133.6' at the low end, 

- 

30.75 [GHz] 
- 18.632 
-7.268 
-6.047 
-8.657 
-9.299 
3.252 

43 .498 
3 1.543 
29-64) 

63.9' at the center frequency, and 13.8' at the upper end of the frequency band. The 

spreads at the low end and center frequency are slightly worse than those simulated in 

Figure 3.10 b), Table 4.5. 

The differences between the measured and simulated results may be due to feed- 

Iine Iosses such as ohmic losses, radiation losses at bends in the feed-lines, or substrate 

losses. These losses were not accounted for in the ENSEMBLE@ simulations. 



4.3.4 Measured Bandwidth Ch eck and Cornparison With Simulateci One 

The occeptability of the spreads of amplitudes and phases across the band for the 

measured 4-feed module were considered next. This was done by simulating the far-field 

amplitude radiation patterns for elements fed by two 4-feed modules placed head-to-head 

(representing a row of eight elements in the array lattice of Figure 3.16) in ARILS using 

the element excitations (magnitudes and phases) computed from the 4-feed measured 

output s-parameters of Table 4.6. 

Upon simulation in ARPS, the results of Figure 4.14 were obtained for the 4 = O' 

plane for the frequencies 29.25, 30, and 30.75 GHz. corresponding to the lower band 

edge, center. and upper band edge of the band of operation, respectively. These results 

indicate that the performance of the two 4-feed modules varieci slightly across the 

frequency band of interest since the main bearn is nearly split at the lower edge of the 

frequency band. For a nmower band of operation, the 4-feed module yielded roughly the 

same performance and the measured amplitude and phase spreads are acceptable. Thus. 

the operationai bandwidth for the dfeed module was measured to be stightly less than 

5%. 
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Figure 4.14 : Far-field ampütude radiation patterns for elementr fed by two 4-feed modules, element 
excitations computed from measured s-parameters 

4.4 The 5-feed Module 

4.4.1 Final Design, Analysis, and Optimization 

To obtain the 5-feed module design another t-junction was added to the front-end 

of the Cfeed module design as iilustrated in Figure 4.15. The t-junctions were again 

studied to determine which combination of styles of t-junctions would provide the best 

power split. The optimal power split occurred when a flush t-junction was used between 

ports 5 and 6, another Rush t-junction was used between pons 4 and 5, a 0.1 mm offset t- 

junction was used between ports 3 and 4, and a 0.1 offset t-junction was used at the front 

end between ports 2 and 3. Using the same procedure and guidelines outlined for the 4- 

feed module design for ensuring a good phase match at the output ports of the feed 

module, 1.48 mm of path length was added to the line between pons 4 and 5. The path 



length between ports 5 and 6, which was formerly the path between ports 4 and 5 of the 

4-ked module, was increased by 0.44 mm. 

Figure 4.15 : Finai 5-feed module desigo 

The simulated results for the Isl and Ls parameten of the 5-feed are plotted in 

Figure 4.16 (si 1 amplitude) and Figure 4.17 a), b) (sZl, s31, s41, ssl, ssi amplitude and 

phase on same axes). The theoretical and simulated values for the Isl and L s  parameten 

of the 5-feed are surnmarized in Table 4.7. 

29 29.25 29.5 29.75 30 30.25 30.5 30.75 3 1 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.16 : Protoepe 5-feed module design s l l  normalized amplitude v s  frequency 



Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.17 a) : Prototype 5-feed module design output s-parameter normalued amplitudes vs. 
frequency 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.17 b) : Prototype 5-feed module design output s-parameter phases vs. frequency 



129.25 [Cm 129.625 [GHz] 130 [GHz] )30375 [Ge] 130.75 [GHz] 
s l l  
~ 2 1  
~ 3 1  

spread [dB]: 
es21 [deg.]: 
a31 [deg.]: 
es41 [dep:.]: 

Table 4.7 : Prototype 5-feed module output s-parameter nomaked amplitudes and phases (115 - 
6.99 dB) 

-25.838 
-6.8774 
-7.773 1 
-8.6 14 1 
-8.348 1 
-8.355 1 

[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 

a51 [deg.]: 
a61 [deg.]: 

spread [deg.]: A 

As seen from Figure 4.16 and Table 4.7, a very sood input match resulted for the 

1.7367 
169.6952 
202.7906 
242.7552 

5-feed design illustrated in Figure 4.15 with IsfiI 5 -25 dB across the frequency band. 

-27.836 
-7.069 

-7.8087 
-8.3785 
- 8.4077 
-8.3346 

~ 4 1  
~ 5 1  
, ~ 6 1  

274.85 1 
3 19.7346 
150.0394 

The output s-parameter amplitudes. plotted in Figure 4.17 a), are close to the theoretical 

[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 

13387 
154.7057 
175.715 

20 1.6586 

=e, center value of -6.99 dB (115 power) with an amplitude spread at the lower band ed, 

-35 -4324 
-7.25 1 

-7.7002 
-8.2 137 
-8.5 175 
-8.36 12 

179.2876 
35 1.6302 
9 6 . 9 ~ 5  

frequency, and upper band edge of 1.74 dB, 1 .Y dB, and 1.27 dB, respective1 y. The 

1.2665 
140.0046 
148.234 

159.1544 

output s-parameter phases, plotted in Figure 4.17 b). are spread by 150.0° at the low end, 

-33.6 126 
-7.4076 
-7.539 1 
-8.153 1 
-8.6385 
-8.414 

123.1721 
182.9457 
59.7736 

59.8' at the center frequency, and 99.1' at the upper end of the frequency band. The 

-36.280j 
-7.4444 
-7.4553 
-8.155 1 
-8.7 184 
-8.4805 

1.2309 
126 .2295 
120.1617 
1 16.7205 

wont spread occurred at the low end of the frequency band, as was the case with the 4- 

1.274 
1 12.5237 

91.35 1 
74.4833 

68.0 13 1 
114.6243 
58.2164 

feed design. 

13.3721 
46.6673 
99.1513 

4.4.2 Simulated Bandwidth C heck and Comments 

The acceptability of the spreads of amplitudes and phases across the band for the 

simulated 5-feed module were considered next. This was done by simulating the far-field 

amplitude radiation patterns for elements fed by two 5-feed modules placed head-to-head 



(representing a row of ten elements in the array lattice of Figure 3.26) in ARPS using the 

element excitations (magnitudes and phases) computed from the 5-feed simulated output 

s-parameten of Table 4.7. 

Upon simulation in ARPS, the results of Figure 4.18 were obtained for the $ = O0 

plane for the frequencies 29.25. 30. and 30.73 GHz. corresponding to the lower band 

edge. center, and upper band e d p  of the band of operation, respectively. Since the main 

bearn of these far-field amplitude radiation patterns did not split and the patterns are 

approximately the sarne at these frequencies, the 5-feed module yielded approximately 

the same performance across the band of operation and the simulated amplitude and 

phase spreads are acceptable. Thus the operational bandwidth for the 5-feed module was 

simulated to be within 58 ,  as was required by the original specifications. 

Figure 4.18 : Far-feId amplitude radiation patterns for elements Ced by two 5-feed moduies, element 
excitations computed from simulated s-parameters 



4.4.3 Measured Results and Cornpanson With Simulated Ones 

A prototype of the 5-feed module was built and tested with a Wiltron Network 

Analyzer at CRC. The Isl and Ls parameters obtained are plotted in Figure 4-19 (sl l  

amplitude) and Figure 4.20 a), b) (szi, sii, s41, ssi, ssi amplinide and phase on same axes). 

These results are surnmarized in Table 4.8. 

29 29.25 29.5 29.75 30 30.25 30.5 30.75 31 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.19 : Measured sll amplitude for prototype 5-feed module 



Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 1.20 a) : Measured output s-parameter amplitudes for prototype 5-feed module 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.20 b) : Meanirecl output s-parameter phases Cor prototype 5-feed module 



12925 [GHz] 129.625 [GHz] 130 [GHz] 130.375 [G&] 130.75 [GHz J 1 

Table 4.8 : Measured prototype 5-feed module output s-parameter normalized amplitude and phase 
resul ts 

1~11 
~ 2 1  
~ 3 1  
~41,  

1~611 [dB]: 
spread [dB]: 
es21 [deg.]: 
cs31 [deg.]: 
M l  [deg.]: 
-51 [deg.]: 
-61 [deg-1: 

spread [deg.]: 

As seen from Figure 4.19 and Table 4.8, a good input match resulted for the 

prototype 5-feed module with Isiil 5 -16 dB across the frequency band, though not as 

good as simulated in Figure 4.16, Table 4.7. The output s-parameter amplitudes, plotted 

in Figure 4.20 a), are not as close to the theoretical value of -6.99 dB as those simulated 

in Figure 4.17 a), Table 4.7. The amplitude spreads at the lower band edge, center 

frequency, and upper band edge are 1.54 dB, 1.35 dB, and 3.34 dB, respectively. The 

output s-parameter phases, plotted in Figure 4.20 b), are spread by 161.- at the low end. 

88.9' at the center frequency, and 67.5' at the upper end of the frequency band. The 

spreads at the Iow end and center frequency are slightly worse than those simulated in 

Figure 4.17 b), Table 4.7. 

-26.844 
-8.75 

-9.938 
-9.805 
-8.395 

[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 

4.4.4 Measured Bandwidth Check and Cornparison With Simulated One 

The acceptability of the spreads of amplitudes and phases across the band for the 

measured 5-feed module were considered next. This was done by simulating the far-field 

~511 [dB]: 
-9.7 

1.543 
192.392 
238.623 
287.375 
283.226 
391.133 
161.259 

-23.894 
-9 .O08 
-9.6 17 
-9.207 
-9.124 
-9.43 1 
0.609 

167.184 
198.748 
232.898 
21 1.915 
3 10.252 
143.068 

-21.1 19 
-9.059 
-9.204 
-8.764 

-10. L 19 
-9.433 
1355 

144.435 
160.413 
179.055 
147.273 
333.349. 
88.914 

- 17.33 1 
-8.62 

-8.954 
-8.77 

-1 1.156 

- 16.34 1 
-8.125 
-9.3 18 
-9.046 

- 1 1.467 
-9.575 
2.536 

120.283 
117.141 
131.618 
83.159 

152.973 
69.814 

-9.5 12 
3.342 

9 1 .O89 - 
74.823 
66.929 
23.565 
74.22 

67524 



amplitude radiation patterns for elements fed by two 5-feed modules placed head-to-head 

(representing a row of ten elements in the array lanice of F i s r e  3.16) in ARPS using the 

element excitations (magnitudes and phases) computed from the 5-feed measured output 

s-parameters of Table 4.8. 

Upon simulation in ARPS, the results of Figure 4.21 were obtûined for the 4 = O0 

plane for the frequencies 29.25, 30. and 30.75 GHz. corresponding to the lower band 

e d p ,  center, and upper band edge of the band of operation. These results indicate that 

the performance of the two 5-feed modules varîed slightly across the frequency band of 

interest since the main beam is split at the lower edge of the frequency band. For a 

narrower band of operation. the 5-feed module yielded roughly the same performance 

and the measured amplitude and phase spreads are acceptable. Thus, the operational 

bandwidth for the 5-feed module was measured to be slightly less than 5 %. 

Figure 4.21 : Far-field amplitude radlition patterns for elements fed by two 5-feed modules, element 
excitations computed from measured s-parameters 



4.5 The 6-feed ModuIe 

4.5.1 Final Design, Analysis, and Optirnization 

The 6-feed module design. unfortunately, was not as straightfoward as the 

previous two designs. Adding to the front-end of the 5-feed module design gave. as the 

best result, the 6-feed module design illustrated in Figure 4.22. The optimal power split 

occurred when a flush t-junction was used between ports 6 and 7, another flush t-junction 

was used between pons 5 and 6. a 0.1 mm offset t-junction was used between ports 1 and 

5 .  a 0.1 mm offset t-junction was used between ports 3 and 4. and a flush t-junction was 

used at the front end between ports 2 and 3. To ensure a good phase match at the output 

ports of the feed module, 0.56 mm of path iength was added to the line between ports 5 

and 6. The path length between ports 6 and 7, which was formerly the path between 

ports 5 and 6 of the 5-feed module, was decreased by 0.22 mm. 

Figure 1.22 : Best series-fed 6-feed module design 

n i e  simulated values for the Isl and Ls parameters of the 6-feed module are 

plotted in Figure 4.23 (sll amplitude) and F imm 4.24 a), b) (sZ1, sll. sr i ,  sji, 561, ~ 7 1  

amplitude and phase on same axes). The theoretical and simulated values for the (si and 

Ls parameters of the 6-feed are summarized in Table 4.9. 



Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 1.23 : Prototype series 6-feed module design s11 normaiized ampütude vs. frequency 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4.24 a) : Prototype series 6-feed module design output s-parameter normaiized amplitudes vs. 
frequency 



29 29.25 29.5 29.75 30 30.25 30.5 30.75 3 1  

Frequency [GHz] 

+ mgS2 1 +3 angS3 1 + mg% 1 % angS5 1 -+ angS6 1 + angS7 1 

Figure 4.24 b) : Prototype series 6-feed module design output s-parameter phases vs. frequency 

1 spread [de,  

29*625 [GHz] 30 [GHz] 30375[682330% [GEIz] 
-32.9365 -35.1593 -30,4826 -26.7074 

Table 4.9 : Prototype series 6-feed module output s-parameter normalized amplitudes and phases 
(1/6 -4 -7.78 dB) 

As seen from Figure 4.23 and Table 4.9, a very good input match resulted for the 

series 6-feed design illustrated in Figure 4.22 with Isi i l  5 -26 dB across the frequency 



band. However. this design was not found to be acceptable in terms of the power 

splitting and phase matching between the output pons. Specifically. the output s- 

parameter amplitudes, ploaed in Figure 4.24 a), are. for the most part. not close to the 

theoretical value of -7.78 dB (1/6 power). The amplitude spreads at the lower band edge, 

center frequency, and upper band e d p  are 1.68 dB, 1.42 dB. and 1.40 dB. respectively. 

The output s-parameter phases, ploaed in Figure 4.24 b). are spread by 186.1° at the low 

end. 55.3' at the center frequency, and 78.5' at the upper end of the frequency band. The 

spread at the low end was not acceptable as the spread of approximately 130' meant that 

two of the output ports were effectively out of phase with one another. 

The solution to the 6-feed module design problem was to use a corporate feed 

type of design instead. That is, two linear 3-feeds were connected with a t-junctîon to 

form a 6-feed module. The 3-feed and t-junction were optimized separately for equal 

power split and phase match before being connected with a reflected version of the 3-feed 

design to obtain the corporate 6-feed module design illustrated in Figure 4.25. The 

optimal power split occurred when a centered t-junction was used between ports 3 and 4 

(analogous to ports 6 and 71, a flush t-junction was used between pons 2 and 3 

(andogous to ports 5 and 6), and a centered t-junction was used between pons 3 and 5 as 

indicated in Figure 4.25. To ensure a good phase match at the output ports of the feed 

module, 2.88 mm of path length was added to the line between ports 3 and 4 (analogous 

to ports 6 and 7). 



Figure 4.25 : Final corporate 6-feed module design 

The simulated results for the Isl and L s  parameters of the corporate 6-feed module 

are plotted in Figure 1.26 (sll amplitude) and Figure 4.27 a). b) (s2,. S ~ I .  s41r S ~ I .  sol. ~ 7 1  

amplitude and phase on same axes). ï h e  theoretical and simulated values for the Isl and 

Ls parameters of the corporate 6-feed are sumrnarized in Table 4.10. 

19 29.25 29.5 29.75 30 30.25 30.5 30.75 3 1  

Frequency [GHz] 

l j t m a g s i i  i 

Figure 426 : Pmtotype corporate 6-feed module design s l l  normaüzed amplitude vs. frequency 



Figure 1.27 a) : Prototype corporate 6-feed module design output rparameter normaüzed 
amplitudes vs. frequency 

Figure 4.27 b) : Prototype corporate 6-feed module design output s-parameter phases vs. Irequency 



29.25 [GHz] 29.625 [GB] 30 [GBz] b0.3'75 [GRz] 30.75 [GILz] 
[dm -27.0054 -31.813 -43 -6852 -43.1595 -42.829 1 
[dB]: -9.4225 -9.3209, -9.24 1 -9.1808 -9.1 193 
I B I :  -9.0797 -9.1736 -9.2373 -9.2809 -9.3204 
[dB] : -8.947 -8 .990 1 -9.0462 -9.1 193 -9.2 133 
k W =  -9.2052 -9.0835 1 -8.9967 -8.94 12 -8.8919 
IdBI: -9.0339 -9.1978 -9.3 198 -9.3729 -9.3554 
I a I :  -8.9885 -8.9808 -8.9694 -8.984 -9.0645 
[dB]: - 0.4755 1 03401 03504 0.4317 0.4635 

'deg.] : 1 59.15411 45.~191 40.0602l a.01 151 67.77311 

Table 4.10 : Prototype corporate 6-feed module output s-parameter norrnaiized amplitudes and 
phases (1/6 -7.78 dB) 

As seen from Figure 4.26 and Table 4.10, a very good input match resulted for 

the corporate 6-feed design illustrated in Figure 4.25 with lslll 2 -27 dB across the 

frequency band. The output s-parameter amplitudes, plotted in Figure 4.27 a), are not as 

close to the theoretical value (of -7.78 dB) as those obtained with the previouslÿ 

discussed series 6-feed design of Figure 4.22. This drop in gain is likely due to Line 

losses. Compared with the series 6-ieed design, there was an improvement in ternis of 

the amplitude spreads across the frequency band. The amplitude spreads at the lower 

band edge. center frequency, and upper band edge are 0.47 dB, 0.35 dB, and 0.46 dB, 

respectively. The output s-parameter phases, plotted in Figure 4.27 b), are spread by 

59.1' at the low end, 40.1' at the center frequency, and 67.S0 at the upper end of the 

frequency band. The symmetry in the results for output Isl and Ls parameters is 

inherently due to the corporate type of design approach used. 



4.5.2 Simulated Bandwidth Check and Comments 

The acceptability of the spreads of amplitudes and phases across the band for the 

simulated corporate 6-feed module were considered next. This was done by simulating 

the fa-field amplitude radiation patterns for elements fed by two corporate 6-feed 

modules placed head-to-head (representing a row of twelve elements in the array lattice 

of Figure 3.26) in ARPS using the elernent excitations (magnitudes and phases) 

computed from the corporate 6-feed simulated output s-parameten of Table 4.10. For 

comparison, a row of twelve elements fed by two of the series 6-feed modules was also 

simulated in ARPS using the element excitations (maagitudes and phases) computed 

from the senes 6-feed simulated output s-parameters of Table 4.9. 

Upon simulation in ARPS, the results of Figure 4.28 were obtained for the case 

of a row of twelve elernents fed by two series 6-feed modules for the 4 = O" plane for the 

frequencies 29.25, 30. and 30.75 GHz, corresponding to the lower band edge, center, and 

upper band edge of operation, respectively. The results of Figure 4.29 were obtained for 

the case of a row of twelve elements fed by two corporate 6-feed modules for the 4 = O* 

plane for the same frequencies. These results indicate that the performance of the two 

series 6-feed modules varied slightly across the frequency band of interest since the main 

beam split in two at the lower edge of the frequency band. This was unacceptable and 

provided another reason to abandon the series 6-feed module design in favor of a 

corporate one. Since the main bearn of the fa.-field amplitude radiation patterns of 

Figure 4.29 did not split and the patterns are approximately the sarne at the lower edge, 

center, and upper edge of the frequency band, the corporate 6-feed module yielded 

approximately the same performance across the band of operation and the simulated 



amplitude and phase spreads are acceptable. Thus, the operational bandwidth for the 

corporate 6-feed module was simulated to be within 5%. as was required by the original 

speci fications. 

Theta [deg.] 

Figure 1.28 : Far-field amplitude radiation patterns for elements fed by two series 6-feed modules. 
element excitations computed from simulated s-parameters 
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Figure 4.29 : Far-field amplitude radiation patterns For elements fed by two corporate 6 - C d  
modules, element excitations computed from simulated s-parameters 

45.3 Measured Resuits and C O mparison With Simulated Ones 

A prototype of the corporate 6-feed module was built and tested with a Wiltron 

Network Anaiyzer at CRC. The [si and L s  parameten obtained are plotted in Figure 

1.30 (SI, amplitude) and Fi,we 4.3 1 a), b) (stl, ssl, s4~, ssi, sol, ~ 1 1  amplitude and phase 

on same axes). These results are surnmarized in Table 4.11. 



Frequency 

Figure 4 3 0  : bleasured sll amplitude for prototype corporate 6-feed module 

29 29.25 29.5 29.75 30  30.25 30.5 30.75 31 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4 3 1  a) : Measured output s-parameter ampütudes for prototype corporate 6-feed module 



Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 431 b) : Measured output s-parameter phases for prototype corporate 6-feed module 

Table 4.11 : Measured prototype corporate 6-feed module output s-parameter normalized amplitude 
and phase results 

30375 [GHz] 30 [ G a ]  
. 

iS21 
~ 3 1  
4 1  
s51 
S61 
1~71 

d l  [de.]: 
es41 [deg.]: 
es51 [degJ: 
es61 [de.]: 
es71 [deg.): 

spread [deg,] : 

As seen from Figure 4.30 and Table 4.1 1. a good input match resulred for the 

1 (si11 [dB]: -20.082 -2 1.884 

30.75 [GHz] 29.25 [GB] 

- 1 1.422 
-9.797 
- 10.23 

- 1 1 .502 
- 1 1.636 
- 1 1.646 
1.849 

356.746 

[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[dB]: 
[ml: 

prototype corporate 6-feed module with Islll I -15 dB across the frequency band, though 

- 15.727 
29.625 [GHz] 

spread p ] :  
a21 m.]: 

425.19 1 
405.9 14 
356.121 
409.053 
395.262 

69.07 

- 1 1.276 
-9.76 1 

- 10.00 1 
- 1 1 .O38 
-12.41 1 
- 1 1.724 

2.65 
287.134 

-. - 15.79 

339.595 
305.65 

287.33 1 
326.24 

299 .206 
52.461 

-17.537 
-1 1.441 
-10.175 
- 10.44 1 
- 1 1.236 
- 13.239 
- 12.062 

3.064 
222.84, 
26 1.84 
2 12.348 
223 -063 
252.05 1 
2 10.759 
51.081 

- 1 1.638 
- 10.153 
- 10.57 1 
- 1 1.465 

-13.12 
- i 2.254 

2267 
154.77 

- 13.063 
- 10.299 
- 1 1 .O77 
- L 1.656 
- 13.666 
-13.01 1 

2.712 
88 A77 

4 

180.558 
1 15.284 
156.753 
174.702 
1 17.469 
45.274 

97.62 
1 7,025 
92.7 19 
94.5 1 

22.545 
80595 



not as good as simulated in Figure 4.26, Table 4.10. The output s-parameter amplitudes, 

plotted in Figure 4.31 a). are not as close to the theoretical value of -7.78 dB as those 

simulated in Figure 4.27 a). Table 4.10. The amplitude spreads at the lower band edge. 

center frequency. and upper band edge are 1.85 dB. 3.06 dB. and 2.71 dB, respectively. 

The output s-parameter phases, ploned in Figure 4.3 1 b). are spread by 69.1' at the low 

end. 51.1' at the center frequency. and 80.6' at the upper end of the frequency band. The 

spreads at the low end and center frequency are slightly wone than those simulatcd in 

Figure 4.27 b), Table 4.10. 

4.5.4 Measured Bandwidth Check and Cornparison With Simulated One 

The acceptability of the spreads of amplitudes and phases across the band for the 

measured corporate 6-feed module were considered next. This was done by simulating 

the far-field amplitude radiation patterns for elements fed by two corporate 6-feed 

modules placed head-to-head (representing a row of twelve elements in the array lanice 

of Figure 3.26) in A m  using the element excitations (magnitudes and phases) 

computed from the corporate 6-feed measured output s-parameters of Table 4. I L. 

Upon simulation in ARPS, the results of Figure 4.32 were obtained for the = O0 

plane for the frequencies 29.25, 30, and 30.75 GHz, corresponding to the lower band 

edge, center, and upper band edge of the band of operation. Since the main beam of these 

far-field amplitude radiation patterns did not split and the pattems are approximately the 

same at these frequencies, the corporate 6-feed module yielded approximately the sarne 

performance across the band of operation and the measured amplitude and phase spreads 



are acceptable. Thus, the operational bandwidth for the corporate 6-feed module was 

measured to be within about 5 %. as was required by the original specifications. 

-90 -80 -70 -60 -50 4 0  -30 -20 -10 O 10 20 30 10 50 60 70 80 90 

Theta [deg.] 

! 
I _  _ _ _ f = 29.25 GHz - - S . - - -  f = 30 GHz - f = 30.75 GHz : 

Figure 432 : Far-field amplitude radiation patte- for elements fed by two corporate 6-feed 
modules, element excitations computed from rneasured s-parameters 

4.6 The 4-feed Module With Four Elements 

To confirm simulated and measured feed module results, a prototype 4-feed 

module with four cavity elements (eight vias each), illustrated in Figure 4.33, was built 

and tested with a Wütron Network Analyzer at CRC. The Isl parameter obtained is 

ploned in Figure 4.34 (sl 1 amplitude). 

As seen from Figure 4.34, a good input match resulted for the prototype Cfeed 

module with four elements with Iscil 5 - 9.60 dB across the frequency band. The match 



of Istil = -30.74 dB at f = 29.27 GHz indicates that a tunable stub is required at the front 

end of the feed module to fix the mismatch. 

The prototype 4feed module with four elements (eight vias each) was also 

measured in the Far-Field Anechoic Chamber at CRC to produce far-field E. H-plane 

amplitude radiation patterns over the frequency range of 28 to 32 GHz. The results 

corresponding to f = 30 GHz are plotted in Figure 4.35 a), b). 

L 
via hole , 

Figure 4.33 : Top view mask of prototype 4-feed module with four cavity elements (eight vias each) 



29 29.25 29.5 29.75 30 30.25 30.5 30.75 3 1 

Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 4 3 3  : bfeasured s l l  normalized amplitude vs. frequency for prototype 4-feed with cavity - 
elements (eight vias each) 

Theta [deg.] 

1 - rneasured E-plane pattern at f = 30 GHz - simulateci E-plane pattern at f = 30 GHz 1 

Figure 4.35 a) : Cornparison of measured and simulateci E-plane far-field amplitude radiation 
patterns at f = 30 GHz for prototype 44eed module with four elements (eight v i s  each) 



l 
! - measured H-plane pattern at f = 30 GHz - simulated H-plane pattern at f = 30 GHz 

Figure 4.35 b) : Cornparison of measured and simulated H-plane far-field amplitude radiation 
patterns at f = 30 GHz for prototype 4-feed module with four eiements (eight vias each) 

To confirm these results, the prototype Cfeed module with four elernents (with 

eight vias each) was simulated in ARPS by inputting the Isl's of Table 4.6 

(corresponding to the measured Cfeed module) with the EP of the 8 via cavity element 

(from data measured in RAAT's Far-Field Anefhoic Chamber at CRC). The 

simulated far-field E, H-plane amplitude radiation patterns at f = 30 GHz are also plotted 

in Figure 4.35 a), b). The simulated results roughly approximate the measured far-field 

amplitude radiation patterns at this frequency. 

4.7 Conclusion 

The three feed modules designed, analyzed. and optimized in ENSEMBLE@ 

version 5.1 @y Ansoft) were fabricated and tested with a Wiltron Network Analyzer at 



CRC. The measured s-parameter results compared reasonably well with the simulated 

values. 

As evidenced by the simulated amplitude and phase spreads for the feed modules. 

it becarne increasingly difficult to phase-match as the number of output ports was 

increased. Additionally, the amount of power reaching the output ports, represented by 

the output s-parameter amplitudes. dropped as the number of output ports was increased 

and strayed further from the theoretical values of -6.02 dB. -6.99 dB, and -7.78 dB for 

the 4, 5, 6-feed modules, respectively. For the fabricated prototype 4, 5. 6-feed modules, 

the measured results were found to differ from the simulated results. This discrepancy 

may be due to feed-iine losses such as ohmic losses. radiation losses at bends in the feed- 

lines, or substrate losses. These Iosses were not accounred for in die ENSEMBLE@ 

simulations. 

Based on the aiteria for acceptable ranges of amplitude and phase spreads for 

each feed module that their corresponding far-field amplitude radiation patterns perform 

similarly across the band of operation (and without a split main bearn), it was found that 

the simulated prototype 4, 5-feed modules yielded an operational bandwidth of 5% as 

was required by the original specifications. A series design approach, as was used for the 

4,s-feed modules, was found to be unacceptable for the 6-feed module design since the 

best series 6-feed module design resulted in a phase spread which indicated that two 

elements would be out of phase by 180'. This design also yielded a simulated operational 

bandwidth of less than 5%. The solution of using a corporate design approach for the 6- 

feed module resulted in a simulated operational bandwidth of 5%. The measured 



operationai bandwidths for the 4.5-feed modules were found to be slightly narrower than 

the 5% specification while that of the measured corporate 6-feed module was 5%. 

The fabricated prototype 4-feed module with four elements (with ei,oht vias each) 

was tested in the Far-Field Anechoic Chamber at CRC and yielded a far-field 

amplitude radiation pattern that was reasonably confirmed by simulation in ARPS (using 

the s-parameters of the measured Cfeed module for the element excitations and the EP 

data of a previously measured eight via cavity eiement) at f = 30 GHz. 



CHAPTER 5 : CAVITY ELEMENT INVESTIGATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, three investigations were carried out on the cavity element. As 

descnbed in the background chapter. the cavity element illustrated in Figure 2.1 1 a), b) 

(cross section and exploded views) was adopted instead of continuing with the original 

cavity element design illustrated in Figure 2.4 which was presented in [l]. This was 

done to avoid the use of the temperamental 'drop-in-puck' elements and instead take 

advantage of the common substrate layer and continuous. comrnon gound plane of the 

cavi ty element of Figure 2.1 1 a), b) in order to guarantee that al1 cavity elements in the 

array lattice would radiate. 

The new cavity eiemenr design was further improved, by adding eight vias to the 

second substrate layer, for the feed network module investigation chapter where a 4-feed 

module with four such elements was fabncated and the rneasured performance was 

confirmed with simulated results. The vias around the cavity elements were used to 

ensure that no potential difference would exist between the cavity layer and the ground 

plane layer, so that a common ground plane would result. Without a comrnon ground 

plane, radiation leakap couid occur through the substrate layers. 

To follow up on the use of vias in providing a common pround plane layer for the 

cavity element, the fint cavity element investigation perfomed was a study of the 

number of vias to use for optimal cavity element performance. The second cavity 

element investigation cmied out was a study to determine the repeatability of the 



manufacturing process. The third cavity elernent investigation cmied out was a brief 

study of the gounding of one of the cavity elements. 

5.2 Via Sîudy 

The architecture of an eight via cavity element is illustrated in Figure 5.1 (cross 

sectional view). The vias in the top substrate layer serve to tie the potential of the brass 

caviry layer to that of the ground plane. To determine the number of via holes needed for 

optimal cavity element performance, cavity elements with 0. 4, 8, 13, and 16 v i s .  

depicted in Figure 5.2, were builf and tested with a Witron Network Analyzer at CRC. 

The results obtained over the frequency range of f = 29 to 32 GHz are plotted in Figure 

5.3 (sIi amplitudes). 
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(8 spaccd symnictrïcally arouad patch) 

cavity laya 
&round plant 
subsaate laya 
ground pIanc 
subsnate layer 

F i e  5.1 : Cross sectional view of the new cavity array element with eight viris 

The Isiil's ploaed in Figure 5.3 indicate that the best match occurred for the 

cavity element with eight vias at a frequency of f = 30.1 1 GHz, which is very close to the 



design frequency of f = 30 GHz. This suggests that the eight via cavity element would be 

the best candidate for the antenna. 

The five cavity eIements with different numbers of vias were aiso measured in the 

Far-Field Anechoic Chamber at CRC to produce the far-fieid amplitude radiation 

patterns over the frequency range of f = 28 to 32 GHz. The results obtained at f = 30 

GHz are plotted in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5 2  : Top view mask of cavity elements with different oumbers of vias 
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Figure 53 : Measured si1 normalized amplitudes vs. frequency for cavity elements with different 
numbers of vias 
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Figure 5.4 : Measured far-field amplitude radiation patterns ai f = 30 GHz for cavity elements with 
different numbers of vias 



From Figure 5.4 it  can be seen that the highest peak gain occurred for the sixteen 

via cavity element (12.2 dB) and the lowest peak gain occurred for the four via cavity 

element (5.1 dB). Thus, the variation in peak gain for the six "identical" cavity elements 

was calculated to be 7.1 dB. The 3-dB bandwidth was found to be the approximately the 

same for the five cavity elements, although the results were somewhat inconclusive 

because the elements were matched at different frequencies. Since the best Is, occurring 

neares! the design frequency of f = 30 GHz resulted for the eight via cavity element. the 

eight via cavity element was selected for the antenna. 

Based on the lslll and far-field amplitude radiation pattern measurements at f = 30 

GHz, the performance of the four via cavity element was questionable. It yielded a poor 

lslll as compared with the other cavity elements and its peak gain at this frequency was 

less than half the value obtained for the other cavity elements. Upon examination of the 

individual cavity elements, it was found that the manufacturing process (soldering of the 

metallic cavity layer to the electric circuit) might have been the culprit. Compared with 

the other cavity elements, the four via cavity element has a noticeable depression in the 

electric circuit/substrate layers centered where the cavity is located. This rnay be due to 

over-heating during the manufacturing process. 

Some of the cavity elernents were found to have excess solder in the cavity which 

caused a deformation of the cavity, likely leading to a change in the propagating modes 

within the cavity itself. Ultimately, this led to performance other than had been 

anticipated. Another possible problem that may have led to the variation in performance 

observed for the cavity elements is that they were not properly grounded. Some of the 

cavity elements were found to have non-plana substrates whose edges required filing in 



order to properly anach a k-connecter for measurements. This meant that while a feed- 

line may have been properly grounded at the edge of the cavity element block. where the 

k-connector was located, if there was any flare to the subsuate or feed-line then the feed- 

line was not necessady well grounded hrther down where the vias and patch were 

located. For the vias to provide a proper continuous, common ground plane for the brass 

cavity layer and the electric circuit. the ground plane must be gounded to the sarne 

potential as the ground at the k-connector. These concems brought into question the 

repeatability of the manufacturing process and was treated as the next area of 

investigation for the cavity elements. 

5.3 Repeaîability Shidy 

Having selected the eight via cavity elernent, six "identical" cavities were 

fabricated and tested with a Wiltron Network Analyzer at CRC to deterrnine the 

repeatability of the manufacruring process. The results obtained over the frequency range 

of f = 29 to 32 GHz are ploned in Figure 5.5 (si amplitudes). 

From the results plotted in Figure 5.5, it c m  be seen that cavity eIements 

numbered 2, 4, 5 ,  and 6 are best matched within the band of interest (f = 29.25 to 30.75 

G k ) .  The best Islll occurs at f = 30.25 GHz for dl of these elements except element 

number 6, for which the best Isi occurs at f = 29.75 GHz. Cavity elements nurnbered 1 

and 3 are best matched off band at f = 3 1.5, 32 GHz, respectiveiy. Given the variation in 

levels of lslll for the six "identical" cavity elernents, the manufacturing process does not 

appear to be repeatable. 



Frequency [GHz] 

Figure 5.5 : Measuseci s l l  normaiized amplitudes vs. frequency for six '5dentica19' cavity  elements 
with eight vias each 

The six "identical" cavities were also measured in the Far-Field Anechaic 

Chamber at CRC to produce the far-field amplitude radiation patterns over the 

frequency range of f = 28 to 32 GHz. The results obtained at f = 30 GHz are plotted in 

Figure 5.6. 

From Figure 5.6 it c m  be seen that at f = 30 GHz the highest peak gain occurred 

for cavity element number 4 (11.93 dB) and the lowest peak gain occumed for cavity 

elernent number 3 (9.3 dB). Due to the large variation in peak gain for the six "identical" 

cavity elements of 2.63 dB, the manufacturing process does not appear to be repeatable. 
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Figure 5.6 : Measured far-field ampütude radiation patterns at f = 30 GHz for six "identical" cavity 
elements with eight vias each 

Upon examination of the individual cavity elements, none of the "identical" 

cavity elements was found to have a depression in the eiectric circuiVsubstrate layers 

centered where the cavity is located. Improper grounding, though, may still have been a 

problem contributing to the variation in performance for the cavity elements because 

some of them were found to have non-planar substrates. Time did not permit for a full 

investigation of this conceni as part of this thesis, however, the grounding of the cavity 

elements is an area that requires further research in the interest of improving cavity 

element performance. For this reason, a brief cavity element grounding investigation was 

carried out in the next section of this chapter. 



5.4 Grounding Study of Csv ity EIement Nurnber 2 

Cavity element number 2 was selected for a brief grounding improvement 

investigation because although it was only found to have bill = -16.00 dB, which was 

poor cornpared to the other "identical" cavity elements. the match occurred at a frequency 

of f = 30.16 GHz which is very close to the design frequency of f = 30 GHz. To improve 

the grounding of this cavity element, a small portion of the two substrate layers was 

removed so that the ground plane and brass cavity block could be soldered tojether at the 

edge of the cavity element block where the feed-line connects to the k-connecter. This 

brute force solution to improving the grounding of the cavity element. and its 

performance, was done so that a physical connection would exist between the gound 

plane and the brass cavity block that would be located closer to the ground at the k- 

connecter, eliminating potential grounding problems further down the feed-line due to the 

possible non-planarity of the substrates andor feed-line. 

Having modified cavity element number 2 as described above. the cavity element 

was tested with a Wiltron Network Analyzer at CRC. The results obtained over the 

frequency range of f = 29 to 32 GHz are plotted in Fiau 5.7 (sll amplitude) along with 

the results previously presented for cavity element number 2 in its unmodified, original 

state. 

From the results ploned in Figure 5.7, it cm be seen that improvinj the 

grounding of cavity element number 2 has improved the match by 8.64 dB to [siil = - 

24.64 dB at a frequency of f = 30.06 GHz, which is even closer to the design frequency 

of f = 30 GHz. 
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Figure 5.7 : Measured s l l  normdized amplitudes vs. frequency For cavity element number 3 in its 
origïnai and rnodified (for irnproved grounding) states 

Cavity element number 3, with improved grounding, was also measured in the 

Far-Field Anechoic Chamber at CRC to produce the far-field amplitude radiation 

patterns over the frequency r a n g  of f = 28 to 32 GHz. The results obtained at f = 30 

GHz are plotted in Figure 5.8 dong with the results previously presented for cavity 

element number 2 in its unrnodified, orignal state. 

From Figure 5.8 it can be seen that at f = 30 GHz, improving the grounding of 

cavity element nurnber 2 has improved the peak gain by 0.9 dB to 11.27 dB. The 

improved grounding has also minimized the scattering for the far-field amplitude 

radiation pattern. 
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Figure 5.8 : Measured far-field ampiitude radiation patterns at f = 30 GHz for cavity element 
number 2 in its original and modifieci (for improved grounding) States 

From this btief study of the grounding of cavity element number 2 it is clear that 

improving the grounding affects cavity element performance by improving the 

impedance match, Isiil, increasing the peak gain of the far-field amplitude radiation 

pattern, and minimizing far-field amplitude radiation pattern scattering. Thus, the 

grounding of cavity elements requires funher research in order to improve their 

performance using the cunent method of manufacniring. 

5.5 Conclusion 

The via and repeatability studies for cavity elements carried out in this chapter 

suggest that there are several problems associated with the current method of 

manufacturing cavity elements. First, over-heating in assembling substrate and electric 

circuit layers cm cause depressions in these layers in the area of the cavity. which 



deforms the cavity, hence. affecting the modes propagating in the cavity. which can 

degrade cavity element performance. Secondly, uneven distributions of solder used in 

assembling the substrate and electric circuit layers to the bras  cavity layer causes excess 

solder to squeeze out into the cavity. which deforms the cavity. hence, affecting the 

modes propagating in the cavity, and c m  degrade cavity element performance. Thirdly. 

the non-planarity of assembled substrate and electric circuit layers resuiting from the 

current method of manufacturing cavity elements leads to improper grounding of the 

intended continuous, cornmon ground plane provided by the vias. 

Improving the grounding for cavity element number 2 was briefly explored in the 

last section of this chapter and it was found that irnproving the gounding of the cavity 

element had three benefits. Not only did it  guarantee a continuous, common ground 

plane at the potential of the k-connecter ground, it improved the impedance match, 1sI11, 

increased the far-field amplitude radiation pattern peak gain. and rninimized scattering in 

the far-field amplitude radiation pattern. 

Since the original cavity element design presented in [l], as discussed in the 

background chapter, lacked a continuous, common ground plane, a potential difference 

could exist between the ground plane and the brass cavity layer. Even though the 

proposed new cavity element presented in this thesis uses vias in an attempt to provide a 

continuous. common ground plane, it was found that the current method of 

manufacturing cavity elements can result in improper grounding. The grounding of 

cavity elements was found to affect their performance and if the current method of 

manufacniring cavity elements is to be continued, then providing proper gounding for 

the cavity elemenü is an area of study that requires further research. The results obtained 



with the brute-force solution to the grounding problem presented in this chapter (for 

cavity element number 2) jusùfy the pursuit of the improved grounding of cavity 

elements in order to improve their performance. 



CHAPTER 6 : CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNIENDATIONS 

6.1 Conciusions 

This thesis discussed based on certain design specifications, the selection of an 

array lattice and the modular design of the associated feed network for an antenna array 

that improved the design and performance of the existing EHF active phased army of 

cavity dements presented in [l]. The antenna is intended for use as a 30 GHz tnnsmitter 

For an EHF portable satellite communications terminal. The key disadvantages of the 

original cavity array design of [l] were that it suffered from unacceptably high grating 

lobes, required a complex feed network, and was not easily amenable to analysis with 

commercially available software tools. 

The second chapter of this thesis provided some background information for EHF 

portable satellite communications applications, concrete specifications for the transrnitter 

in question, and a description of the cavity m a y  proposed in 111. Associated design 

challenges. advantages, and disadvantages of this cavity array were discussed and ares 

undertaken for improvement were identified. A new cavity element architecture was 

proposed to provide a continuous, common ground plane for the cavity element. 

Using ths new element, an array lattice investigation for the passive portion of 

the antenna was carried out in the third chapter to study the effects of various arrrty 

lattices on radiation performance. The best candidate, in terms of performance and 

simplicity of feed network design, was an offset hexagonal array lattice consisting of 133 

elements. This array lattice outperformed the original circular array lanice design of 111 

with an increase in directivity of 4.61 dB for a directivity of Do = 34.60 dB. The 



symmetrical beamwidth of 2.3' broadened by only 0.3'. which is reasonable. The gating 

lobe levels in the 4 = 90' plane wonened by 1.13 dB to -14.64 dB and those in the 4 = 

30' plane by 5.43 dB to -12.25 dB. Still, the final array lattice desigt represents a 

significant irnprovement over the design of [II in tems of the simplicity of the feed 

network since feeding has been greatly simplified by using a modular approach 

consisting of three simple feed modules feeding 4,5. and 6 elements each, respectively. 

A feed network module investigation was carried out in the fourth chapter of rhis 

thesis. which included a discussion of the design methodology and optirnization 

procedure for individual feed module designs, to feed the selected array lattice. The 

measured s-parameter results for the three fabricated prototype feed modules compared 

reasonably with simulated values. Differences between the rneasured and simulated 

results may be due to feed-line losses such as ohmic losses. radiation losses at ben& in 

the feed-lines. or substrate losses. These losses were not accounted for in the 

ENSEMBLE@ simulations. The operational bandwidths were verified to be within about 

5% as was required by the original specifications. 

In the optimization stages it was noted that it became increasingly difficult to 

phase-match as the number of output ports was increased Additionally, the amounc of 

power reaching the output ports, represented by the output s-parameter amplitudes, 

dropped as the number of output ports was increased. Specifically, a senes desig 

approach, as was used for the 4,5-feed modules, was found ro be unacceptable for the 6- 

feed module design since the best series 6-feed module design resulted in a phase spread 

which indicated that two elernents would be out of phase by 180°. The solution of using 



a corporate design approach instead yielded acceptable performance for the 6-feed 

module. 

A fabricated prototype 4-feed module with four of the proposed new cavitv 

elements (eight vias each) was tested in the Far-Field Anechoic Chamber at CRC. It 

yielded a far-field amplitude radiation pattern that was reasonably confirmed by 

simulation in ARPS (using the s-parameters of the rneasured Cfeed module for the 

element excitations and the EP data of a previously rneasured eight via cavity element) at 

f = 30 GHz. 

The via and repeatability studies for cavity elements carried out in the final 

investigation chapter of this thesis concluded that there are several problems associated 

with the current method of manufacturing cavity elements. These include the over- 

heating of substrate and electric circuit layers during assembly, the uneven distribution of 

solder used in assembling the substrate and electric circuit layers to the b r a s  cavity layer, 

and the non-planarity of assembled substrate and electric circuit layers. The latter 

problem with the manufacturing of cavity elements was found to lead to improper 

grounding of the intended continuous, common ground plane to be provided by the vias. 

A brief study of the grounding for cavity element number 7 indicated that 

improving the grounding of cavity elements has three benefits. In addition to 

guaranteeing a continuous, common ground plane at the potential of the k-connector 

ground, improved cavity element grounding improves the impedance match. [sIII, 

increases the far-field amplitude radiation pattern peak gain, and minimizes scattering in 

the far-field amplitude radiation pattern. 



6.2 Recommendations 

The next step in the development of the cavity array for use as a 30 GHz 

transmitter for an EHF portabie satellite comrnunica~ions terminal would be to buiId and 

test the full passive array. Following this, the active portion of the feed network would 

be designed, simulated. optirnized, built, and tested. A prototype of the full antenna 

would then be built and tested. 

The cavity element design and manufacturing process require further study. Since 

the grounding of cavity elements was found to affect their performance. and if the current 

method of manufacturing cavity elernents is to be continued, then providing proper 

grounding for the cavity elements requires funher research. The results obtained with the 

brute-force solution to the grounding problem presented in the cavity element 

investigations chapter (for cavity element number 2) justify the pursuit of the improved 

grounding of cavity elements in order to improve their performance. 



Appendix I 

Coordinate data file for fuial offset gridded hexagonal array lattice 

The foliowing is the coordinate data file for the final offset gridded hexagonal array 

lattice, Figure 3.11. resulting from the an?iy lanice investigation: 



Table A.l : Coordinate data fde for f i l  o=t gridded hexagonal array lattice of Figure 3.11 
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